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Carpenter Throws 2-Hitter
In 5-0 Win Vs. L.A.
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INSIDE: U.S. Rep. Ben Chandler Not Saying If He's Interested In Gubernatorial Run
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Abby Robinson shows off her guitar, given to her by country music star Kenny Chesney
and autographed by Chesney and fellow star Dierks Bentley. Robinson was given the
guitar on stage at a concert in Evansville, Ind.
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Staff Report
'Ten-year-old Abby Robinson of Murray was recently invited on stage at a
Kenny Chesney and Dierks
Bendey concert at Roberts
Stadium in Evansville. Ind..
and given an autographed
guitar.
Robinson had received
tickets for her 10th birthday on April 17 to go to
the concert in Nashville,
Tenn., but chose instead to
go to the Evansville concert:
"Boy, was it worth it,"
she said.
There was not a word
said between the 10-yearold and Chesney, just tears.
laughter and lots of shaking.
Chesney laughed as he
kissed the girl on the head,
because all the little girl could
do was shake and cry.
Robinson watched a special called "Back Where I
Come From" about the
singer's music and inspirations. One song in particular, "She's a Big Star." stood
out in her mind.
Chesney says in the special that the song is about
girls who have big dreams,
and Robinson said Chesney
made one of her's come
true.
She is the daughter of
Amy White and Tony Robin-

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Jameswood Drive resident
Robin Holmes is happy that
Kentucky Education Commissioner Gene Wilhoit has ruled
in favor of her Crossfield subdivision neighborhood being
annexed into the Murray Independent School District and
she seems to be very much in
the majority.
Holmes and her husband,
Terrence, were one of the first
signers of a petition collected
and filed with both Murray
and Calloway County school
districts by neighbor Sandy
Morgan in December. Although
the dispute has not come to a
final resolution and could be
appealed, Holmes very much
supports the decision and hopes
her children, Ian and Victoria,
will continue to attend MISD
without having to pay the
$1,000 in tuition payments
required as out-of-district students.
"I'm all for it," she said
during an interview at her home
Friday, noting that it really
isn't a matter of where to get
a better education. "I'm also
very happy that there are two
very good school districts. I
just want to keep my children
where they are."
During a meeting of Murray's Board of Education Thursday night, Superintendent Bob
Rogers announced Wilhoit's
decision, based on an e-mail
he had received from the commissioner. Reportedly, 22 of
about 30 children living in the
subdivision attend Murray
schools.
Wilhoit said the annexation
will have little affect on either
district facilities, programs, or
budget.
"But it's not over yet,"
Rogers said during the meeting.
The Calloway County Board
of Education can still appeal

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Sid and Jo Martin, who have moved to the Crossfield subdivision in Murray from their former home in Cincinnati, support a
petition that would annex nPighboring homes into the Murray
Independent School District where their grandchildren attend
school. However the Martins say the area is fortunate to have
two good school systems and were a bit confused about how
the district lines were drawn.

the decision to the Kentucky
Board of Education. The county's school board is expected
to schedule a special meeting
on what steps it will take soon;
most likely one day next week,
according to Superintendent
Steve Hoskins.
However a canvas of neighborhood residents by the Murray. Ledger & Times on Friday found there is very little
opposition to annexation and
a lot of support. Two of those
who support the move are
Holmes' parents, Sid and 'Jo
Martin, who are now building
a home on Jameswood Drive
after moving to the area from
Cincinnati.
Sid Martin says he certainly has an interest in the proposal with his two grandchildren attending local public
schools; however he doesn't

really see that much ot a difference between the two districts — academically or otherwise. lo Martin is a volunteer who has assisted the education of students in both school
districts.
"I don't think there is really that much difference in the
two schools. It's just that we
moved into the Murray city
limits and we assumed that
our(grand)kids would be going
to Murray," he said. "I've never
lived in a place where you
can live in the city and your
kids go to school in the county."
Martin said he had been
contacted by residents opposed
to the annexation while still
living in Cincinnati that point-

Marshall's Mattingly to run
for family court judgeshi arose
pflicts
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Concert headliner Kenny Chesney kisses the head of 10year-old Abby Robinson as she's given a guitar during a
recent concert. Robinson said all she could do was shake
and Cry.
son and the granddaughter
of Jim and Theresa Knight

and Frank and Janet Robinson, all of Murray.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
As domestic relations commissioner for Calloway and
Marshall counties, Rob Mattingly feels he's spent nearly
a decade being trained for the
circuit's new family court judge.
The first hopeful to do so.
Mattingly is throwing his name
onto a crowded November ballot that is featuring the judgeship for the first time. But
he's hoping his race isn't crowded.
Monday is the first day candidates can file to run to head
eight new family courts, and
Mattingly intends to have the
paperwork in Frankfort that day.
People have until Aug. 8 to
declare their candidacy for the
eight-year term.
"Family court isn't going
to be an individual; it has to
be a group of individuals working together to make this efficient," said Mattingly, who lives
in Brewers. "I have been training for this job for nine years."

As domestic relations commissioner, Mattingly hears
divorce and child custody matters, including ruling on visitation and child support
requests, and makes recommendations to Circuit Judge
Dennis Foust. The new family court judge will consider
those matters plus adoptions,
termination of, parental rights,
paternity concerns, domestic
violence cases, and dependency, neglect and abuse cases —
all of which are now split up
among district and circuit
courts.
An Owensboro native, Mattingly, 43, came to Benton just
days after taking the bar exam
in 1988 for an attorney job.
He's been in private practice
there ever since.
In 1997, Foust appointed
Mattingly as domestic relations
commissioner for the two counties, Before the appointment.
Mattingly had filled in as commissioner for a few years when
necessary because of any con-

of interest that
among
involved parties.
"I
show
people respect
and they tend
to show me
respect when I
do that. I am
a hard worker, I know
that," Mattingly said, "If I am the family
court judge, I will be working with social workers, law
enforcement, attorneys and the
schools to see what we can
improve."
Mattingly said his work ethic
is among the characteristics
he'll rely if elected to the
bench in his first bid for political office.
"When you hear an action,
you need to go ahead and
make a decision. I may hear
something and sleep on it and
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
JUST 'INCREDIBLES': Tickets went on sale Friday for the Disney
On Ice event, Disney
presents Pixar's The Incredibles in a Magic Kingdom Adventure, slated
for Aug. 24-27 at
the Regional Special Events Center. Pictured above, Jason Pittman,
right, RSEC assistant facilities manager, helps Dana Phillips with the purchase of five
tickets for her family She said her kids loved The Incredibles and were looking
forward to the show.
Pittman said ticket sales were causing a flurry of activity at the
RSEC and residents were
"buying tickets like crazy" online.
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NOTICE
II The Murray
Code
Enforcement Board public
hearing will be Monday at 5
p.m. at city hall.
MI Calloway County Fiscal
Court's regularly scheduled
monthly meeting, previously
set for 5 p.m. on Tuesday at
the
Weak's
Community
Center, hasbeen rescheduled
for 3 p.m. on Thursday, July
20,.at the same location.
SI The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes a public
hearing about rezoning two
lots
of
Cambridge
Subdivision, a review of audio
proceedings
concerning
Chantilly Place and three
items related to residential
developments.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
public hearings for expanding
a non-conforming structure
and allowing a home occupation and three dimensional
variance requests.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board meeting
will be July 24 at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Director and
committee reports are on the
agenda.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

•

AP

SOME PROTECTION!: Brad Arterburn, left, saws tree limbs from
his neighbor Johnny
McClure's car in Paducah, Ky., after a storm Friday. McClure, right, parked
the car under
the tree to protect it from the hot afternoon sun.

Crossfield
From Front
ed out an increase‘ in proper
ty taxes that could resuji
"But you haw to put this
tax increase into perspective.
he said -Take a look around
here You look at the houses,
look at the ,ars they drive
We ha se peimle with tour new
,ars in the driveway and one

Murray State University Police Department
• The fire alarm was activated at Elizabeth College at 5:27 p.m.
Thursday. There was no fire and just a small amount of smoke
from someone cooking in the first-floor kitchen Murray Fire
Department cleared the area.
Murray Police Department
• Afire was reported in the yard at 603 N. 18th St. Apt. E at 5:14
a.m. Thursday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at Playhouse in the Park at 8:54
a.m. Thursday.
• Cnminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at 603 Memory
Lane at 1.46 p.m. Thursday
• A burglary was reported at 11:05 p.m. Thursday at 1511 Diuguid
Dnve
• A burglary was reported at 12:55 a.m. Friday at 523 S. 11th St.
Calloway County Sheriff's Departmant
• Amber Dollins, 20, of New Concord, was southbound on Kline
Trail when she fell asleep while driving on Wednesday. The vehicle cross the northbound lane and ran off the road, stnking a
group of small trees. Her head and abdomen were injured.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Indictment dismissed
against Sec. Nighbert
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A judge dismissed an indictment against Transportation
Secretary Bill Nighbert on Friday because he was covered
by a blanket pardon issued by
Gov. Ernie Fletcher last year.
Special Judge David E.
Melcher said the grand jury
that indicted Nighbert based
the charges partially on alleged
conduct covered by Fletcher's
pardon.
Melcher said he is duty
bound to follow instructions
from the Kentucky Supreme
Court, which ruled previously
that when a pardon has been
issued, no court has the right
to continue legal proceedings
against the pardoned person.
Nighbert is "very, very
happy" with the dismissal, his
defense attorney, Howard Mann
of Corbin, said Friday afternoon.
"Quite frankly, I think it
should have been dismissed a
long time ago, because the
pardon decision by the KenLucky Supreme Court basically took care of a lot of these
issues," Mann said.
For the past year, a special
grand jury has been investigating
whether
Fletcher's
administration illegally rewarded political supporters with state
jobs after he took office in 2003.
The grand jury has indicted 29 people, including Fletcher. who is charged with conspiracy. official misconduct and

political discrimination, all misdemeanors.
Fletcher
announced
in
August that he had issued a
blanket pardon for anyone
charged in the grand jury probe.
However, he didn't extend the
pardon to himself.
Nighbert was charged in
September
with
seeking
reprisals against an employee
who testified to the Franklin
County grand jury about personnel matters at the cabinet.
The indictment against Nighbert alleged that he rejected a
supervisor's recommendation
that Missy McCray, a personnel officer at the cabinet, get
a bonus for superior work
because she previously testified to the special grand jury.
The indictment also alleged
that Nighbert told Mccray "that
if it Were 20 years ago, 'I
probably would have come back
there and socked you in the
mouth."
The judge left open the
option for prosecutors to seek
a new indictment against Nighben focusing solely on conduct not covered by the pardon.
Vicki Glass, spokeswoman
for the attorney general's office,
said prosecutors are reviewing
Melcher's order.
"As we stated in the pleading, it is unfortunate that the
governor pardoned Secretary
Nighbert for reprisal against a
whistleblower," Glass said.

•••

guy who mows his yard with
1,60,0(10 worth of mowing
equipment. I. really don't think
a tax increase that small is
going to make much of a difference."
Holmes agreed with her
lather and pointed out the family will most likely save money
hy not having to pay tuition.
Tony Barnett and his fam-
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ily, who recently moved from
North 20th Street to Glenwood
Drive, said he has been paying tuition for his daughter,
Anna, to attend Murray schools.
but mainly because he doesn't
want to take her away from
friends.
"I'm for it,- he said. "Of
course I know we're in a
unique position because we
have two good school districts,
but I don't know too many
places where you can live in
the city and go to the county
school district. I don't know
the politics of the situation,

but my daughter, she's going to Murray at our church and
to be a second grader, really she was really comfortable with
likes it."
that. So it's a win-win situaBarnett said his family has tion for us if it goes through."
nothing
against
Calloway
During interviews with at
schools, but his wife is also least 17 residents living in the
an alumni and a native of Mur- subdivision, a Ledger & limes
ray.
reporter made no contact with
"So we decided we're going residents that were opposed to
to put our kids in city schools," the move. At least one indihe said. "It's no big deal, but cated her displeasure with
the
with Anna there is really not issue but did not wish to coma county elementary school ment.
close by. The county schools
One stated that he was movare kind of spread out, so there ing out of the area and had
is a proximity issue. She has no opinion and others had
no
met a lot of friends that go school-aged children. Attempts
to contact as least two families known to have opposed
the annexation were not successful because they were either
not at home or had moved.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)
U.S. Rep. Ben Chandler said
Friday that as Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's political stock falls,
his rises. But the 2003 Democratic gubernatorial candidate
won't say whether he'll seek
the job next year.
Chandler, who now holds
Fletcher's former congressional seat, said he can't recall a
governor having more problems.
"I do think that I'm the
beneficiary of what I would
refer to as 'buyer's remorse,
hesaid in an interview before
participating in a roundtable
discussion in support of a higher minimum wage.
In the 2003 gubernatorial
contest, Fletcher defeated
Chandler by 10 percentage
points, becoming Kentucky's
first Republican governor in
a generation.
Fletcher rode into office on
a pledge to "clean up the
mess" in Frankfort, but for
more than a year. Fletcher has
been dogged by a special grand
jury probe into whether his
administration illegally rewarded political supporters with
state jobs protected under a
merit system.
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Voccition Bible School

\J$ July 17 — 21
6:00 — 8:30 p.m.
Son Trecivizre
Islcuncl

Parents may return packets at any time.
Building is open From 9 am until 2 pm each week day.

Where kids Disco‘er God's Love

Kindergarten Orientation will be
August 7 from 4 pm until 5:30 pm

Bible Stories. Crafts, Music. Snacks, Games & more

Stations will be set up in the gym and the cafeteria
Payment of Students Fees ($15.00)
PTA will host a Watermelon Party

8

I Corinthians I

Ages: through hth grade

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th St.
For information or transportation call: 751-7599

Rob Mattingly
BIRTHDATE: June 10,
1963
FAMILY: He and his wife,
Suzanne, have two children — Elizabeth, 14, and
Daniel, 11
EDUCATION: Earned a
bachelor's degree in criminal justice and telecommunications from Kentucky
Wesleyan in 1985 and
graduated from Northern
Kentucky University's
Chase College of Law in
1988
EXPERIENCE: Appointed
domestic relations commissioner in 1997, practiced law since 1988

III Judge ...
From Front
ponder it. I am not one of
those guys who will sit on
something for months," Mattingly said. "... I never thought
I'd run for office. but I like
this work. I like the judicial
pan of hearing the cases rather
than litigation. I do care about
people,especially the children."
On the job, Mattingly has
learned a few principles: Be
respectful. Do the job as the
law allows. Use common sense.
"But you can't make everybody happy." he said. "I'm
not called to do that"
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1 dead, 100-plus sick after carbon
monoxide leak in college dormitory

James (Orville) Boyle

5:27 p.m.
of smoke
oray Fire

Staairdafp iley 15, 20116 • 3A

James (Orville) Boyle, 81. Mayfield, died Thursday,
July
13, 2006, at 7:30 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
A Marine veteran of World War II, he was a
retired employee of Colonial Baker's in Paducah and a member of New Hope Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents, David
and Annie Champion Boyle, four sisters and two
brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Ruth
Sanderson Boyle, to whom he had been married for 60
years;
one daughter, Mrs. Linda Marie Chapman and
husband, Mike.
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Clemis Newberry, Wilmington,
one brother, Herbert Boyle and wife, Delores, Murray; Ill.;
five
grandchildren; II great-grandchildren: two great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today (Saturday) at I p.m. in the chapel
of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Active pallbearers will be Glenn Alexander, Gay Wayne
Boyle, David Earl Sanderson, Frankie Sanderson, Larry Sanderson and Rayburn Dale Sanderson., Honorary pallbearers
will be
Herbert Lee Sanderson, Willie Sanderson and great-grandchildren. Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. today.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice,
P.O. 7100, Paducah, KY 42002-7100.

SALEM, Va. (AP) — Carbon monoxide leaked into a
Roanoke College dormitory
early Friday, sickening more
than 100 teens and adults attending sununer programs. One man
was found dead.
People staying in the dorm
contacted campus police, and
one woman later described the
scene inside as chaotic.
"One woman fell on the
floor in the bathroom," said
Annabelle Minter, 80, of Richmond. Minter said she also felt
"on the dizzy side" and was
taken to a hospital, but her
roommate was even sicker.
Walter J. Vierling, 91, a
retired pastor from Pearisburg,
was found dead in a dormitory room, said college spokeswoman Teresa Gereaux. The
Tiny L Bobbett
medical examiner had not deterAP
The funeral for Terry L. Bobbett will be Sunday at 2 p.m.
Salem rescue personnel are seen at Roanoke College Friday in Salem, Va. Carbon
mined the cause of death.
monoxide
in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Arlington.
leaked
into
a
college dormitory early Friday, killing a man and sickening dozens of teens and
Fire officials were trying to
Rev. Glenn Stewart and Rev. Robert Jetton will officiate. Burdetermine the source of the leak, adults attending summer programs at Roanoke College, the school said.
ial will follow in the Old Bardwell Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today and said they were focusing Steve Munsey said. The day Lutheran conference. There
Carbon monoxide is a col(Saturday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Terry on a gas hot water system as patients, whose ages ranged were also 37 teenage girls from orless,
odorless and tasteless gas
Bobbett Fund, do Citizens Deposit Bank, P.O. Box 10, Arling- a possible cause.
from 15 to 82, were checked southwest Virginia staying there that can cause sickness or
death.
Of
the
62
people
taken
to
ton, KY 42021.
for carbon monoxide in their as part of the Upward Bound Leaks in buildings
typically
Mr. Bobbett, 39, Milburn, died Thursday, July 13, 2006, at one of the hospitals, five were blood and given oxygen through program, Gereaux said,
come from furnaces, heaters and
admitted and all were listed in face masks.
3 a.m. at his home.
Those in the church group other gasoline-powered equipA former employee of NCI Lamp Factory & Pressure Pak, stable condition Friday night,
About 100 of the dormito- appeared to have been more ment,
the school said.
he was a member of Milburn Baptist Church
ry guests had traveled from severely affected because of
Carbon monoxide poisoning
Carilion Roanoke Memorial across Virginia, North Caroli- where they were
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Billie Jo Harms Bobbett;
located in the is "essentially like drowning
one daughter, Miranda Marie Bobbett, Murray; one step-daugh- Hospital had treated and na and Pennsylvania to attend dormitory, Dr. Robert Dowl- on the
air," Dowling said. :
ter, Leighluum Harms, and three stepsons, Joseph Harms, released 49 people, spokesman Power in the Spirit, a three- ing said.
Jonathan Harms and Anthony Sanders, all of Milbum; his parents, Charles Ray (Buck) Bobbett, Milburn. and Orene Beasley
Bobbett, Lone Oak; three sisters, Anita Jakob and Phyllis Fiers,
both of Paducah, and Mary Roberts, Jacksonville, Fla.; three
most in Lebanon, in three days beyond its control for the recent
brothers, Gene Ray Bobbett, Milburn, and Charles Gene Bob- By BRAD FOSS
of violence sparked by the cap- price volatility. The group
bett and Jerry Wayne Bobbett, both of Mayfield; half brother, AP Business Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
ture of two Israeli soldiers by emphasized that the market is
Nonnie Deberry, Columbus.
The price of crude oil settled
price of oil briefly surpassed
Htzbollah militants.
-well-supplied with crude."
at
a
record
Friday
on
New
the
$78
a
barrel
Friday and finWhile Israel and Lebanon are
J.W. Edwards Jr.
Indeed, oil prices did not
York
Mercantile
Exchange
not major oil suppliers, the arrive at the doorstep of $80
The funeral for J.W. Edwards. Jr. was today (Saturday) at ished 4 percent higher for the
NYMEX light, sweet crude
fear is that the conflict could a barrel overnight. The cornII a.m, in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Bro. week after Israeli attacks against
militants in Lebanon stoked
St30 per barrel
July 14
expand in the region, which pro- bination of rising global
Richie Spann and Rev. John Sheppard officiated.
fears of a wider Middle East
$77.03-.
duces nearly a third the world's demand, limited excess proPallbearers were Jerry Morris, Jerry Coltharp,
conflict and possible oil-sup75
oil and has almost two-thirds duction capacity and concerns
Steve Cochrum, Phillip Cochrutn, Ray Whitlow, ply disruption.
of its untapped reserves,
about supply interruptions from
David Whitlow and Robert Emerson. Burial was
70
The run-up in oil raised
Iran has threatened to use Nigeria to the Gulf of Mexiin the Cuba Community Cemetery.
concerns about inflation and
oil as a weapon if the United co have all played a part, anaMr. Edwards Jr., 89, Murray. formerly of the the economy at large,
sending
Nations invokes sanctions in lysts said. So, too, has the
Cuba community, died Wednesday, July 12, 2006, at 9:10 a.m. stock
prices tumbling. OPEC
its dispute with Tehran over influx of billions of dollars
at Spring Creek Health Care Center, Murray.
so
tried to reassure the market by
its nuclear program. While into oil markets in recent years
An Army veteran, he was a Purple Heart recipient and was stressing its commitment
to
OPEC's No. 2 supplier has not by hedge funds and other finantaken in the first Graves County Draft for World War II. A "order and stability,"
55
but at
raised the issue of withhold- cial institutions angling for profJF
M
AMJJ
baker for a bread factory, he attended Lynnville Church of the same time said
it "has no
ing
oil from the market in a its amid global instability.
Christ.
At
influence" over the geopoliti- SOURCE. Department of Energy
sign of solidarity with HezbolBrent for August delivery
His wife, Mildred Edwards, preceded him in death. He was cal turmoil underlying today's
appear to be dampening con- lab, the possibility — while at London's ICE Futures
the son of the late William T. Edwards and Iris Motheral volatility.
sumer spending in other areas deemed unlikely — weighs on exchange, which expires at the
Edwards.
Because oil accounts for and that could eventually slow the market's psychology, ana- close of trading
Friday, jumped
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Mildred Howard, Livo- more than 50 percent of the the
economy enough to help lysts said.
as high as $78.03, but then
nia, Mich., and Mrs. Linda Ruth Whitlow, Murray; three broth- cost of gasoline, U.S. pump cool
energy prices.
"I don't think we're done fell back to $77.46, up 77
ers, Ted Edwards, Murray, William T. Edwards, Las Vegas, prices, now averaging $2.96 a
But there won't be any sig- on the upside," said BNP cents. •
Nev., and Jerry Freeman Edwards, Howell, Mich.; several nieces gallon nationwide, are likely nificant decline until
at least Paribas Commodity Futures
In other Nymex trading, heat and nephews.
to climb some more, analysts the end of the summer, and broker Tom Bentz, referring to ing
oil futures tell less than a
said.
that assumes that the Gulf Coast the rise in oil prices.
penny to settle at 52.076 a
Mrs. Sarah Maebelle Hanberty Collins
On Friday, light sweet crude sustains no serious hurricane
The Organization of Petro- gallon and natural gas futures
Mrs. Sarah Maebelle Hanberry Collins, 80, Cadiz, died for August delivery on the New damage this year.
leum Exporting Countries advanced 21.8 cents to settle
Thursday, July 13, 2006, at 4:45 p.m. at her home.
York Mercantile Exchange
Israel widened its offensive issued a statement in which it at 56.347 per 1.(X10 cubic feet.
A retired civil service employee of Fort Campbell, she was soared as high as a record on Lebanon on Friday, with blamed geopolitical
factors
a member of Cadiz United Methodist Church, National Asso- $78.40 a barrel in electronic fighter bombers blasting the
ciation of Retired Federal Employees and Widowed Persons trading before settling at a airport for a second day and
Group.
record $77.03, an increase of cutting off the main highway
Her husband, Hubert G. Collins, two sisters, Mary Adeline 33 cents from Thursday's record to Syria.
Clark and Estelle Shemwell, and one brother, Maxie M. Han- close.
Hezbollah has fired more
berry, all preceded her in death, Born March 5, 1926, in Trigg
Gasoline futures rose by 2.36 than 100 rockets into Israel.
County, she was the daughter of the late Flavious J. Hanber- cents to settle at $23249 a More than 80 people have died.
gallon — the highest level
ry Sr. and Bessie Huel Williams Mulberry.
Commission Rate
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Olivia Callahan, Bethle- since late September of last
ATTENTION RITE AID
When Selling Your Home!
hem, Pa.; three brothers, F.J. Hanberry and Jack Thomas Han- year, when U.S. refinery outPHARMACY CUSTOMER:
berry, both of Cadiz, and John Robert Hanberry, Valpariso, put was sharply curtailed by
In our advertisement for the
huffier= damage.
Ind.; several nieces and nephews.
week of July 16th, we have
In London, Brent crude
The funeral will be Sunday at 4 p.m. in the chapel of
noted that Sertraline, the
115N 1211, • Murray • 470-7 511-117 SO
Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rev. Steven Spitzer will offi- futures gained 58 cents to setwas campecOryalry cam
generic equivalent of Zolott,
tle at $77.27 a barrel on the
ciate. Burial will follow in the Trigg Memory Acres, Cadiz.
will be available for prescripVisitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. ICE Futures exchange.
tions. The release of the gener"We've reached a level
today (Saturday).
ic version of Zoloft has been
where we've put all the scare
delayed and therefore will not
premium into the market that
We have designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that really
Ms. Phyllis Marie Coleman
currently be available, howevworks. You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source
A celebration of the life of Ms. Phyllis Marie Coleman was we can," said James Cordier,
er, we do anticipate the genersuch as Lasik Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
held at the home of her daughter in Norman, Okla., on Sat- president of Liberty Trading in
ic introduction shortly. We are
glasses.
Tampa,
Fla.
"At
this
point,
we
urday, July 8, 2006. The Zwanziger Funeral Home of Woodsorry for any inconvenience
have to have a disruption to
UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
ward, Okla„ was in charge of arrangements.
this may have caused
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
Ms. Coleman, 47, Oklahoma City, Okla., formerly of Mur- move smartly higher from
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
RITE
ray, died Saturday, July 1. 2006. at 3:15 p.m. at Oklahoma here."
to come in and try these lens.
Costlier said that while fuel
,University Medical Center, Oklahoma City.
demand in the U.S. is still
Dr. H.C. Denham
• Her father, Zane N. Coleman, preceded her in death. She
270-753-4576
strong, rising energy costs
Optometrist
312 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071
•was born Jan. 2. 2000, in Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Kerman Stipp, Norman.
11•
U MI
Okla.: one son. Derek Stipp, Oklahoma City; her mother, Mrs.
1Nvila McEwen Coleman, Murray; two brothers, Steven Coleman and wife. Sonya, Woodward. Okla., and Michael Coleman
and wife. Karen. Murray.

Mideast turmoil sends oil prices soaring
New high for cmde

INCREDIBLE VISION

tory
LOSE YOUll COOL!
WE REPAIR AIR

You are invited to a
Gospel Meeting!!

CONDITIONERS(

Mrs. Rose Virginia Youngblood Staples
Services for Mrs. Rose Virginia Youngblood Staples were
held in Tucson,,Ariz. The family requests that expressions of
sympathy take the form of donations in her name to any animal shelter.
Mrs. Staples, 84. llicson. Ariz., formerly of Calloway County, Ky., died Saturday, July 8, 2006. in Tucson.
She was born May 27, 1922. She attended Hardin High
School and graduated from Kirksey High School in Calloway
County in the class of 1939-40. She became a member of
Owens Chapel Baptist Church in Calloway County at an early
age.
Survivors include her husband, Zack B. Staples, who grew
up in the same community, to whom she was married Sept.
24. 194$; one son. Donald Staples and wife, Rita, Rio Rico,
Ariz.: one daughter. Mrs. Ruthe Ponturo and husband, Tony.
St. Louis, Mo.: four grandchildren. Matthew and Morgan Staples. Megan Gydesen and husband. Will, and Jessica Navarro;
two great-grandchildren, Solomon Staples and Savanna GydeSell.

Also Alternator & Starter Repairs, Brakes,
Tires 8. General Maintenance
-

p.

HOLLAND TIRE

S

96 lest Maim Street•Murray•753-5606

Bethlehem Church of Christ
July 16-19, 2006

4

Will you outlive
your money?
Don't let the high mist of health care ruin everything you
worked lo hard to earn I'mirct your family from the financial
burderte of long term can. Learn how Long Terre(are
Inqurance from Woodmen can work for you
awry Newsome
330 CC. Lowry Drive
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-4377
oell 270-004-1175

Sheila Crouse
330 CC. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

IJIIWOODMEN
Meredith, oe the WeridA %melte Woodmen it. Inverse,• "veleil
Horse office Owaha. Neththke

Speaker

Richard Bentley
Song Leader Bobby C. Stubblefield
Sunday 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pot luck dinner Sunday after services!

4A • Saturday, July 15, 2006
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Disgusting
campaign props
Just when you think that the national Democrat party
can sink no lower, they reach down into the mud and mire
in their bag of political tricks and come up with a new and
slimier example of their utter shamelessness.
Not content with merely undermining
the valiant efforts of our servicemen and
women risking and sometimes losing their
lives fighting international terrorism around
the world, the Democrats have now pro
duced a video commercial exploiting the
deaths of American soldiers and Marines in
order to raise money and win votes.
Their new fundraising video shows
some 12 flag-draped coffins of dead American servicemen inside a cargo plane. This
Making shocking scene is followed by an image of
a soldier staring at a helmet propped up by
Sense
a machine gun that is stuck in the ground,
By Michael
obviously marking the spot where an AmerReagan
ican died defending his country against a
Syndicated
vicious etitmy.
Columnist
The disgusting commercial goes on to
shovs pictures of New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina,
successive photos of President Bush (who "obviously" caused
the hurricane). a mug shot a forrner House Majority Leader
-Rim DeLay. R-Tex.. disgraced lobbyist Jack Abramoff and
Vice President ('heney.
Apparently there never was a hurricane before Katrina it was America's first. Elect Democrats, the ad suggests, and
there will be no more hurricanes, no more dead American
servicemen, and no more lobbyists (except for former Sen.
lan Daschle and his wife) • if (mly the American people
can be fooled into %ming for Democrats in the fall elections,
or coughing up money to pay for more slimy commercials
exploiting our dead.
What the ad should say is: Elect Democrats and there
will be no inure America - - the whole nation will he van-stormed into scandal-ridden. bankrupt New Jersey.
Say, Torn Reynolds, R-N Y.. the National Republican
Congressional Committee Chairman INRC('1, the Democrats
are trying to "blatantly exploit the sacrifices made by the
men .ind xxonlell ol our Armed Forces" for political purposes "Regardless (il what your \ tem,. on the war may he, thus
crosses the line." he said in a statement released by the
NRCC, adding that Denn Kral Congressional Campaign Chairman Rahni Emanuel "owes our troops. their families. and the
lamilies of the fallen an apology."
Contrast this with my Dad Ronald Reagan s tampaign
slogans about "Morning in America." that drew a bright picture ot the shining city on the hill, a nation filled with
gi rod. decent hardworking people whose promrse is still
being fulfilled. File Democrat version is more "like night UMW in America'
an imaginary and dismal picture of a
nation that is in tact entoying the strongest economy on the
tate of the earth
Americans voted overwhelmingly for illy Dad because he
Itrade us feel good about AIM:I-IC& Why would .111011(' srite
101 I
\ who insist on painting a dismal. sordid plcItile tit ;ill America in de. line.'
While is the media mirage riser this sordid money -grubhow commercial According to the Media Research Council.
the liberal media only gel upset when Keptihhcans rise ads
ro cite the w,u iii terrorism
ad bit the re elec. non Of President
"hen a
2110-t showed images of the 9/ I I attacks on AmeriBush
ca. the media were then quite outraged Said ABC's Charles
Go
ibsn
Ihe President. as you probably know. used scenes
from (;tumid teio in his first campaign ads that were broadcast that 'gritted a debate ahout v.hether its appropriate to
use
h images in an election campaign."
loin Br(ika v. said. " File President in
also shrugged
off critics whose complained that he's politicizing the Sep
icinher 1 1th dna.. ks
The Bush campaign is using an
image of the World trade Center in another television ad
.3end NBC's Arm Curry said. "More fallout expected today
from President Bush's ix'-election ads that feature images
front 9/11 Family members of some of the v lentils of the
World rratie Center allad1/4, so, they will protest the' Presi
at a groundbreaking ceremony tint a 9/I I
MC111.11.11 011 New York's Long Island."
Asked the MR(' -Should we expect the same outrage
twit) (tic
1('S urine crriiiig this L.1101144:11
ideir by ('ongres
sional I )e'iurrrxr,iis. rut
hoi
such Midge\ c1111. \ erhoien
used ric .1 Friulitil, i,iti the press despises
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Little respect for GOP Congress
WASHINGTON (API —
Republicans are in jeopardy
of losing their grip on Congress in November.
With less than four
months to the midterm elections, the latest Associated
Press-Ipsos poll found that
Americans by an almost 3to-1 margin hold the GOPcontrolled C'ongress in low
regard and profess a desire
to see Democrats wrest control after a dozen years of
Republican rule.
Further complicating the
GOP outlook to turn things
around is a solid percentage
of liberals, moderates and
even conservatives who say
they'll vote Democratic. The
party out of power also
holds the edge among persuadable voters, a prospect
that doesn't bode well for
the Republicans.
The election ultimately
will be decided in 435
House districts and 33 Senate contests, in which
incumbents typically hold
the upper hand. But the survey underscored the difficulty Republicans lace in trying to persuade a skeptical
public to return them to
Washington.
The AP- ipso% poll of
I .1/110 adults conducted Monday through Wednesday
found that President Bush
has stopped his political
treetall, with his approval
rating of 3fi percent basically unchanged from last
month Bush received slightly higher marks for his handling oi the Iraq war and
the fight against terrorism,
weeks atter his surprise trip
11., Baghdad and the killing
of Iraqi tenor-1st Abu tvlusah
.il-largavvi in a 1' S
airstrike last month
But a Democratic
takeov er 01 either the House
or Senate would be disastrous tor the president, leas mg both his agenda for the
last two years tri office and

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Donna Cassata
the chairmanship of investigative committees in the
hands of the opposition
party. To seize control of
Congress, the Democrats
must gain 15 House seats
and six Senate seats.
The AP-Ipsos survey
asked 789 registered voters
if the election for the House
were held today, would they
vote for the Democratic or
Republican candidate in their
district. Democrats were
favored 51 percent to 40
percent.
Not surprisingly. 81 percent of self-described liberals said they would vote for
the Democrat. Among moderates, though, 56 percent
backed a Democrat in their
district and almost a quarter
of conservatives -- 24 percent — said they will vote
Democratic.
Democrats also held the
advantage among persuadable voters — those who
are undecided or wouldn't
say whom they prefer. A
total of 51 percent said they
were leaning Democrat.
while 41 percent were leaning Republican.
"We still have wind in
our face. It's a midterm
election in the president's
second term," said Rep.
Tom Reynolds, R
chairman of the National
Republican Congressional
Committee. "Today is a little bit better in the atmospherics of Washington than
it was maybe a month ago."
The president's party histoncally has lost seats in
the sixth year of his service.
Franklin D. Roosevelt lost
72 House seats in 1938:
Dwight D. Eisenhower 48 in
1958. The exception was
Bill Clinton in 1998.
By another comparison.
polls in 1994 — when a

Republican tidal wave swept
Democrats from power —
the two parties were in a
dead heat in July on the
question of whom voters
preferred in their district.
"It comes down to a fairly simply question: Can
Democrats nationalize all the
elections? If Republicans
prevent that, they have a
shot. If they don't, they
lose," said Doug Gross, the
GOP gubernatorial candidate
in Iowa in 2002 and the
state finance director for the
2004 Bush-Cheney campaign.
Overall, only 27 percent
approved of the way Congress is doing its job. Lawmakers get favorable marks
from 36 percent of conservatives, 28 percent of moderates and 17 percent of liberalS.
Some criticism of Congress has focused on
whether it can control
spending, especially with
lawmakers tucking in special
projects for their home districts. Other complaints have
been directed at the GOP
for emphasizing cultural
issues that energize the
party's base such as banning
gay marriage over other legislation.
"I think those are hotbutton topics that people
have a stance on and make
people take sides," said
Aaron Lopez, 24, a police
officer from Denver. "I
don't think people are
deeply concerned about
those issues."
One bright spot for the
GOP is that Republicans
hold an advantage over
Democrats on issues such as
foreign policy and fighting
terrorism -- 43 percent to
33 percent — and a smaller
edge on handling Iraq —
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Bush's approval rating

"
-1832

President Bush's approval rating of
handing his lob rose slightly since
last month.
Overall, do you approve or
disapprove of the way
President Bush is handling ...
Approve
DIsapprove
... his lob

Area,
a.m.

Nattn
p.m.

Camr
ages
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ness,

36% =MN
... foreign policy Issues
and the war on terrorism
4414
53%

Heal
—t1
27, 3

NOTE' Poll of 1.000 adults taken July
10-12. 2006, margin of error ± 3
percentage points.'mixed feelings"
and "not sure' were ornutled

Pn°rt
ess,

Al'

36 percent to 32 percent.
. The AP-Ipsos poll was
conducted after the divisive
Democratic debate in the
'
Senate over setting a
timetable for withdrawing
U.S. forces from Iraq.
Potential voters were paying.
attention to the GOP corn- •
plaint that Democrats want
to "cut and run."
"It seems like the
Democrats want to pull out
or start to pull out, and I
don't think that's the correct
thing to do," said Eric
Bean, 24, a college minister
in Fort Worth, Texas. "I'd
much rather see a Congress
that would support our president. I think George Bush
is doing the best he can. I
think Republicans will support him."
The poll of adults had a
margin of error of 3 percentage points and the survey of registered voters had
a margin of error of 3.5
percentage points.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Ass,
crated Press Writers Philip
Elliott and Jim Kuhnhenn
contributed to this report.
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Banquet reservations being accepted
Did you know... Reservations for
the 79th Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Annual Banquet
are now available by
calling 753-5171? The
cost to attend the
Aug. 3 event is $25
per person and tables
of ten are available
with a sponsorship.
The Curris Center will
be catering the meal
and speakers will be
the new MSU presiChamber dent Dr. Randy Dunn
as well as football
Chat
and. basketball coaches
By Lisa
Matt Griffin and Billy
Satterwhite
Kennedy. A silent aucMurray/CallowaY tion begins at 5 p.m.
County
The meal is at 6:30
Chamber of
p.m. The 2006 LeadCommerce
ership Murray class
will graduate at this
banquet and the annuPhoto provided
al Chamber awards be presented. NomiThe Maple Center Professional Offices, owned by Karen and Mark Welch, are now
nations for awards are being accepted
available for rental. Located at Third and Maple streets, this renovated building
through Monday. July 17 at tbrockincludes water, sewer, sanitation, gas, electric and conference room access in
nian@mymurray.corn.
monthly rental. Contact 753-7217 or 978-0905 to find out more about this business
opportunity.
Coming Up Around Town
— Free Sports Physicals for Cales, Center for Health & Wellness, July
dle school students, Murray Art Guild,
loway and Murray middle and high
25 and 26, 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
call 753-4059 to register, classes are
school athletes, Center for Health &
— Breast Cancer Support Group,
filling up.
Wellness, Today, July 22 & 29, 8 a.m.
Center for Health & Wellness, July 25,
— Murray Main Street Saturday
- noon, no appt. necessary, call 7626:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Market, Court Square, every Saturday
1832 for more info.
— 'Summer in the Park" Daily
through Oct., 7:30 a.m. - noon.
— ATV Training, Turkey Bay OHV
Lunch and Educational Activities,
Area, LBL, Today and August 19, 8
Chestnut Park, through July 28, 11 a.m.
Upcoming Ribbon
a.m.
- 1 p.m.
— Cool & Crawly Critters Day,
— Men Who Cook Luau & Auction
Cuttings/Business After Hours
Nature Station, LBL, Today, 9 a.m. - 5 to benefit Purchase Area Sexual Assault
— Officer Designs, Commerce Cen
p.m.
ter, July 20, 2 p.m. (new business).
Center, Carson Four Rivers Art Center,
— Primitive Rodeo, Wranglers
July 28, 7 - 11 p.m., call 270-534-4422
— Jumprageous, Commerce Center,
Campground, LBL, Today, 8 p.m., $8
or visit www.rapecrisisky.org for more
July 20, 2:15 p.m. (new business).
ages 13 & up, $5 ages 12 and under.
info.
— Housing Authority, July 27, 1:30
— "Beat the Summer Heat p.m. (new member).
— Kids Day Sale, Goody's Family
Hydrate", Center for Health & WellClothing, July 29, 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.,
ness, July 18, noon - 12:30 p.m.
face painting, movies, popcorn, balWelcome New Chamber Members
— Young Samurai Class, Center for
loons, contests and sidewalk chalk art.- — Jumprageous, inflatables/entertainHealth & Wellness, July 18, 20, 25 &
— Summer '0', MSU, July 29 - 30. ment, Garry & Diane
Cavitt, 986 Hale
27, 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
— Western Rivers Livestock Show,
Rd., Murray, KY 42071, 759-2535.
— Murray Stroke/Head Injury SupCherry Ag Expo Center, July 29 - 30,
— Linden Plantation Event Center,
port Group, Center for Health & Well7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
event center, Jennifer Wyatt, 2830 Lone
ness, July 20, 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
— Make A Difference Day, Stewart
Oak Rd., Suite 1, Paducah, KY 42003,
— Jungle Book, Playhouse in the
Stadium, Aug. 5, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
554-9444.
Park, July 20 - 22, call 759-2199 for
— Glory Bound Christian Gospel,
tickets.
Family Fellowship Center in Stelli,
For more information on becoming a
— 10th Annual Grand Jubilee,
every Friday night. 7 p.m.
member of the Murray-Calloway County
Wrangler's Campground, LBL, July 21
— Harvest Land Ministries, Movie
Chamber of Commerce or hosting a
- 22, log onto www.lbl.org or call 1in the Park, MCC Park Amphitheater,
Chamber event contact Tab Brockman
800-LBL-7077 for more info.
every Friday night, sundown.
or Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.
— Diabetes Self-Management Class— Summer Art Series for elem./mid-
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Photos provided
TOYOTA SALES HONORS: Jodie Perry, Toyota District
Sales Manager of the Cincinnati, Ohio, region, presented
two awards to sales professionals at Toyota of Murray
recently Chad Cochran, sales manager, top photo,
accepts the Toyota Sales Excellence Award for 2006.
Toyota of Murray has received the award 11 times, which
is given to top sales managers on total number of sales,
customer satisfaction, market share and training. Also,
Andy Foley, bottom photo, accepts the Gold Sales
Society Award from Peery. It is the sixth year Foley has
been a member of Toyota's sales society, which is awarded based on number of vehicles sold, customer satisfaction and training.

Tips for better e-mail etiquette
This week we are going
to discuss part one of a two
part article on "12 tips for
better e-mail etiquette" by
Laura Stack, MBA. I hope
you find it
as interesting as I
did.
I. Be
informal,
not sloppy.
Your colleagues
may USC
Commonly

The PC
Doctor

accepted
abbrev iaBy Lee Hatcher tions in email, but
Columnist
when communicating with external customers, everyone should follow standard writing protocol. Your e-mail message
reflects you and your company, so traditional spelling.
grammar, and punctuation
reles apply.
• 2. Keep messages brief
and to the point. Just
because your writing is
grammatically correct does
not mean that it has to be
long. Nothing is more frustrating than wading through
an e-mail message that is
twice as long as necessar
Concentrate on one subject
per message whenever possible.
3. Use sentence case.
USING ALL CAPITAL LEI TERS LOOKS AS IF
•
YOU'RE SHOUTING. Using
all lowercase letters looks
lazy. For emphasis, use asterisks or bold formatting to
emphasize important words.
Do not, however. use a lot
of colors or graphics embedded in your message,
because not everyone uses an
e-mail program that can display them.
4. Use the blind copy
and courtesy copy appropriately. Don't use BCC to
keep others from seeing who
you copied; it shows confidence when you directly CC
anyone receiving a copy. Do
utie BCC, however. when'
sending to a large distribu
tion list, so recipients wonti
have to see a huge list of
names. Be cautious with
your use of CC; overuse

simply clutters inboxes. Copy
only people who are directly
involved.
5. Don't use e-mail as
an excuse to avoid personal
contact. Don't forget the
value of face-to-face or even
voice-to-voice communication.
E-mail communication isn't
appropriate when sending
confusing or emotional messages. Think of the times
you've heard someone in the
office indignantly say, "Well.
I sent you e-mail." If you
have a -problem with someone, speak with that person
directly. Don't use e-mail to
avoid an uncomfortable situation or to cover up a mistake.
6. Remember that e-mail
isn't private. I've seen people
fired for using e-mail inappropriately. E-mail is considered company property and
can be retrieved, examined,
and used in a court of law.
Unless you are using an
encryption device (hardware
or software), you should
assume that e-mail over the

Internet is not secure. Never
put in an e-mail message
anything that you wouldn't
put on a postcard. Remember
that e-mail can be forwarded,
so unintended audiences may
see what you've written. You
might also inadvertently send
something to the wrong
party, so always keep the

93ekte 'your 9emea.v 'yew/
Womeailineirs, ah

content professional to avoid
embarrassment.
Please send your questions or comments about the
column to the_pcdoctor
@charternet. And remember:
A data backup a day helps
keep the PC Doctor away

make sure you have your best insurance.
Before you renew your current insurance policies, why not
give State Auto a call and check out our competitive rates.
We offer superior coverage on Home and Automobile
insurance. Plus, you can benefit from superior service and
custom-designed packages. Call our agency today.
Your best Insurance
Is a good agent

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square

Dan McNutt, AA1

Al

Greg Al( %on.(ITt

Mike Young. ARM

Kopperud Realty's

6,ize‘t q‘au4e4
Sunda, July 16, 2006 • 2-4 p.m.

Business

Spotlight
•
Craving pizza? Give Baldy's Grill a try. Even it it's late, Baldy's has you covered, they are open until 1 a.m.! If you don't feel like getting out, that's okay.
they'll deliver it hot & fresh right to your door. Established in 2003. Baldy's has
a wide variety of food to choose from. For lunch or dinner, you could try a beef
or chicken gyro, play steak & cheese sandwich, butterfly shrimp, catfish, or a
chef salad,just to name a few. Last but not least, a calzone or pizza would also be
a good choice. The great service &
delicious food is available 7 days a
week, 11 am - 1 am. Church groups
always get a 20% discount on
Sunday & Wednesday. Stop by or
call today!

litaldis Grill
817 Coldwater Rd. • 762-0442 • Hours 11 am-1 am Daily

260 S. Robertson Road
-parlous 3500 sq. 0 horra,on a gorgeous 1 /2 acre lot accented with pine
!ries. Open floor plan with elegant dining room and fireplace. Master
-site boasts tray ceilings, large bath w /jacuzzi, and a quaint sitting
Bonus room and over-sized guest bedroom with bath, makes this
',0me one of a kind. Beautiful home, lots of size, at a reasonable price.
#3178e

158 Cunningham Lane
Directions: Go 641 S. to right on Tom Taylor Rd. go 2 blocks to left on
Cunningham Lane, go to end of street, property on left.
Unique, nearly new 4 BR and 2.5 baths on 9+ acres close to town. Cozy'
den and large dining room, lob; of crown molding, large covered porch.
This home has several features to help with economical utility bills.
Enioy fishing in the stocked pond. $199,900. nib 430420

711 Main St.

Murray iedgar

6A•Saturday,July 15,206

lbw

COMMUNITY
Fire-Rescue provides space for disaster supplies
The Calloway County fire
Rescue recently built a storage space in Station #10, located in Hamlin, for use by the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross.
This storage area is the new
home to disaster supplies
bought by a grant provided to
the chapter by the Great Lakes
service Area of the American
Red Cross for disaster capacity building.
.The chapter was able to
purchase 40 cots, 40 blankets,
comfort kits, Cambros, coolers and a shelter jump start
kit with the funds. The items
will be utilized during a disaster for those affected in the
area surrounding Hamlin.
The chapter is working to
acquire disaster supplies to be
distributed all around the county.
If you are interested in contributing to this effort financially or with storage. contact
the chapter at 753-1421 or email at callowayredcrossOP mur1.1\ ks 10

New Beginnings will meet tonight at
6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
A potluck meal will be served prior to
the program by guest musicians from the
Praise Team from His House Ministries in
Mayfield.
"Anyone interested in working with the
jalUprison ministry, or if you have a loved
one who is incarcerated, you would be
encouraged by coming," said Ron and
Linda Wright, leaders.
lo's
meetings are also open to people
Datebook whoThe
were previously incarcerated. I or more
By Jo Burkeen
information call 753-0156.
Community
Editor

Hospital retirees will meet

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

MMS plans events for Monday

Photo provided
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, left, and Tory Daughrity, executive director of
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross, third right, are pictured with volunteer
firefighters of the Calloway County Red Cross Fire-Rescue Station #10.

By TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center is located at (4(7 Poplar St . Murray.
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Murray Middle School will offer two fourth grade. orientation sessions from 9 to 10 a.m. and 2 to 3 p.m on Monday
for students and parents in the library. After orientation students and parents will visit their homeroom teachers in their
new classrooms. During the sessions, Lou Carter, principal,
and Chris Bowman, assistant principal, will eon hand to answer
questions. Fee day will also be Monday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the gymnasium..

CCMS Council will meet

SeniorActivities

• Our Registered

New Beginnings will meet
tonight at Westside Church

•

Our phone number is 753- the lobby to go walk at the
0929. Lunch is served daily at MSU Regional Special Events
11:30 a.m.-for a suggested dona- Center, Bingo at 12:30 p.m.,
Caregivers Support Group at
tion of $1.50.
We offer transportation on 12:30 p.m. and Line Danca daily basis from 9 a.m. to ing at 2 p.m. in the gym.
12:30 p.m. If you live in the Polish sausage, black-eyed
city limits and need a ride to peas, Sauerkraut, corn bread,
orange will be
our center, the doctor, grocery margarine and
on the lunch menu.
store, bank or pharmacy, please
Tuesday events include
call at least one day ahead of
Strength & Stretch Class at
time to schedule your ride.
8 a.m., devotion at 10 a.m.,
Our exercise room is open and Women's Issues at 10:30
Monday through Friday from a.m. in the education room,
X a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who Our monthly birthday and
are NI and older are invited
anniversary celebration will
itr esercis& at no cost, as well begin at 12:30 p.m. On the
as take advantage of begin- lunch menu will be BBO chicknine computer classes we have en, rice pilaf, Brussels sprouts,
III offer. Contact the center at
roll, margarine and cheese75 i-1)929 for more informa- cake with strawberry topping.
Wednesday events include
tion.
Activities and menus for the Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or
week of July 17-21. have been 9:30 a.m., Stride with Pride
Walkers at 10 a.m., Powder
released as follows:
Monday events include Puff Pool play from 10 to
Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or 11:30 a.m. and Pinochle Club
9:30 a.m., Health Express will at noon. Meat loaf, mashed
be at center from 8:30 to 11 potatoes, green beans, bisa.m..' Stride with pride Walk- cuit, margarine and cantaloupe
ers will meet at 10 a m.in will be on the 'lunch menu.

Thursday events include
Strength and Stretch Class
at 8 a.m. and Shuffleboard
League play will begin at 9:30
a.m. Our movie matinee showing of the movie,"Glory Road,"
rated PG. will be shown at
12:30 p.m. On the lunch menu
will be ham and cabbage,
carrots, corn bread, margarine
and strawberry whip
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 to 9:30
a.m., board games such as
Scrabble and Rummikub at
9 a.m., Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Open Bridge
at 10 a.m. and Creative Corner at 12:30 p.m. in the gym.
The ROMEO's will be leaving at 9 a.m. to go to Lambert's in Sikeston, Mo. Taco
salad, Chicken Crispito for
Meals on Wheels, refried
beans, lettuce, tomatoes, tortilla chips, margarine and
banana will be on the lunch
menu.
.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is a United Way
agency.

HospitalMenus

"Heart Smart- is the proTuesday - stuffed peppers. 'Italian green beans, duchess
•
chicken tamale pie, country potato casserole, garlic toast,
& And‘ ko‘
gram for the menus in the '
•
•
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway style steak, 'baked potato, herbed dinner rolls,'vegetable
huh,. liartlett
•
'
green bean-carrot blend, beef and barley soup.
County Hospital.
Mamma,k III
Friday - 'Catalina baked
•
Anne Newberry. dietitian, *brussel sprouts, black-eyed
•
K. 1,',tont, miler
said the menus are designed peas, chicken and wild rice chicken, BBO pork, fish filet
& I andon Barn its
sandwich, *Francois blend
to help those restricting satu- soup.
•
Wednesday - meat loaf, vegetables, tator tots, 'brocMae I lint
rated fats and sodium in their
tried catfish with hush pup- coli spears, 'herbed rice pilaf,
diets.
•
Menus. subitxt to occasion- pies, 'Caribbean spiced chick- 'chicken noodle soup.
Saturday - oven baked
al Lhanges. for the week of en, skillet fried potatoes, 'seabeans, seasoned ham,'breaded fish filet,'green
soned
green
released
July 17 21 ha% e been
white beans, 'turnip greens, peas with pearl onions,
• as follows:
111
'steamed yellow squash, seabroccoli and cheese soup.
•
Monday - chicken strips,
"Italian soned potato wedges, soup
Thursday
savory beef stew, 'crumb
lir !dal
Spaghetti Festival - spaghet- of the day.
•
topped fish filet,'new red pota5,.•••• • 121h
Sunday - BBO beef brisket,
ti with meat balls, fettucini
- SY 21.
12-11i "
toes,
macaroni
and
cheese,
•
1,1
1A0 1 0.1." 1114
•
• 'broccolli spears, fried okra. alfredo, 'shrimp mannara. 'sour cream baked thicken,
Sattectl•N 111
'sliced pork loin, breaded 'parslied new potatoes, green
• •
'tomato Florentine soup.
•
bean casserole, 'cinnamon
cheese sticks, 'baby carrots
apples, soup of the day.

\fir:tail(' Rom'

o

Step back in time 8z-) enjoy

Service
clperience

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 2C
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 5 P.M
EVERYDAY

You, Me & Dupree
PG13 • 1:35 • 3:55 - 7:25 • 9:35
Click

Full Service Restaurant
Open 5-9 p.m.
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Reservations are recommended
but not required

Murray Middle School Based Council will meet Monday at
4 p.m. in the conference room. Meetings are open to the public.

Lodge meeting Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Ky. Hwy.
121 North and Robertson Road North, Murray.

Four Rivers Group will meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library. This is open to all musicians and
listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

The annual Hopkins family reunion will be held Sunday at
1 p.m. at the Community Center at Hardin. A potluck meal
will be served. All relatives and friends are invited.

A New Diversified Menu Every
Week featured by Chef Paul Ent

(Sunday Buffet $14.95

MHS Class of 1974 plans event
Murray High School Class of 1974 has planned an infor;
mal reunion for Friday, Sept. 1, at 7 p.m. at the Big Applel,
Murray. Anyone who has ever been a part Of the class of
1974 is invited to attend. For more information call Gino
Flora Grider at 759-4750, Debbie McCord Dibble at 270-227:
1586 or Sheila McCuiston Ward at 270-293-8867.

WOW Family Picnic planned
Woodmen of the World Family Picnic will be July 22 from
II a.m. to 3 p.m. at WOW Camp, 93 Schwartz Rd., Murrat
Featured will be swimming, games, dessert bake-off with first,
second and third prizes and meal provided for the whole farofly. Reservations should be made by Monday by calling Linda
Fain at 489-2577, Ann Spann at 753-3508 Of Bonita Smith at
753-4377-

Angel Alert issued
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an
angel alert for a dependable vehicle for a family. Anyone having one to donate or who knows of one is asked to caH 7627333.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting Monday at 3:45 p.m. in
the administration conference room of the school. The public
is invited.

Murray High School Class of 1986 will have its 20-year
class reunion on Labor Day weekend. Classmates will meet to
go to the MHS vs. CCHS football game on Friday night. A
family breakfast is scheduled for Saturday morning at the high
school and a dinner Saturday night at Murray Country Club.
For more information call Huong Dinh Kelly at 293-0902.

Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man's Chest

Cars
G - 110 - 3:35 - 700 - 9:15

Superman Returns
P613' 12:40 - 3:40 • 6:45- HS

Served 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

190 Crow Lane - Dover, TN - (931) 232-9492
Call Toll Free 877-660-5939
www.riverfrontplantation.com
email: infoOriverfrontplantation.com

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration for its fall season today until 2 p.m. in the meeting
room of Calloway Public Library. Parents need to bring the
social security number for children they would like to register. For more information, contact Hope Hill at 759-3699 or
Sally Bouley at 293=6244.

The Devil Wears Prada
PG13 • 1:40 - 4:00 - 7:20 - 9:40
Little Man

Program Information Call 753-3314

SUBSCRIBE
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Hopkins reunion Sunday

MHS Class of 1986 plans reunion

PG13 • 1:20 - 3:30 • 7:10 •HO

H
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Support Group will meet Monday

PG13. 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:15 - 9:30

P613- 12.50 • 3.50 - 6.55 - 9.55

•

MMS Council will meet

Soccer registration today

•

withap extraorilinal y

Calloway County Middle School Based Council will have a
special called meeting on Monday at 3:30 p.m. in the media
center. The agenda will include personnel, budget discussion,
upcoming trainings, Title 1 and policy reviews. The public is
invited.

T1
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Murray AA gives schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615-1 South
12th St in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions
Branch Bank. The regular schedule is as follows: Monday.
closed, non-smoking 6 p.m. and open. 8 p.m.: Tuesday. AA
closed, non-smoking. 8 p.m.: Wednesday, closed, non-smoking.
at II a.m.. Women's closed non-smoking, 6 p.m. and Big
Book Study immeting, closed smoking, 8 p.m.; Thursday - 8
p.m. open smoking; Friday. New Corners meeting open at X
p.m.: Saturday - open, non-smoking 10 a m., speaker meet,„i„
open smoking. 8 p.m.; Sunday, closed, non-smoking 4 p.m
Far information call Mitch at 753-9320. Jeannie at 753-6197
or lack L at 7034146.
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Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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REQUEST FOR STATEMENT OF
QUALIFICATIONS
The Calloway County Board of Health is
soliciting statements of qualifications
from architectural firms desiring to
assist in the preparation of plans and

orientsMonday
ion stuin their
rincipal,
answer
4 p.m.

specifications for the construction of a
Health Department facility. Firms wishing to be considered should send six (6)
copies of their statement of qualifications
to Jeremy Buchanan, Purchase Area
Development ,District, 1002 Medical
Drive, P.O. Box 588, Mayfield, Kentucky
42066, no later than 4:00 PM CST,
Wednesday, August 2, 2006. Responses
will be ranked based upon the rating crifor
full Request
the
in
teria
Qualifications. The highest-ranking
firm(s) will be conlacted for further negotiations. Interested firms should contact
Jeremy Buchanan at(270)261-6161 for a
full Request for Qualifications. Attention
of respondents is particularly called to_
the requirements as to conditions of
employment to be observed under the
contract, Section 3, Segregated Facility,
Section 109 and E.O. 11246 and Title VI.
Minority firms are encouraged to
respond. The Calloway County Board of
Health is an equal opportunity employer,
but reserves the right to reject any or all
responses.
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Administrative Assistant needed for a Fast Paced Cable, Internet
and Telephone operation located in Murray, KY. This full-time
position entails a range of secretarial and administrative duties
requiring comprehensive experience, business maturity and solid
interpersonal skills.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
• Perform a variety of clerical duties for functional groups involving compiling and arranging data, making standard computations, processing and coding documents, and maintaining records
and files.
• Assist in the resolution of customer concerns (via telephone and
email).
• Exercise independent judgment, strong communications skills
and discretion related to the day-to-day operation of the departments.
• Provide administrative support to several members of NewWave
Communications management team which may include answering and screening phone calls, coordinating travel arrangements,
scheduling conference calls, submitting expense reports and
coordinating meetings.
• Other duties as assigned.
QUALIFICATIONS:
• High School diploma or equivalent required.
•Requires experience and proficiency with Windows,Word,Excel,
Outlook and PowerPoint.
• Excellent organizational skills.
• Able to communicate effectively using verbal and active listening communication skills.

This pOSition includes a competitive salary, health insurance, vacation, sick pay, paid holidays, 401K and other benefits available.
Please submit cover letter, resume and three
professional references to:
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Due to the following non-payment
of rent, a
PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held on

inday at
:I meal

Sat., July 22,
9AM
AAA Mini Storage
1504 Diuguid Dr.
'Units #3, 17, 21,
22, 26, 31, 47, 51,
88,96, 107, 110,
126

ive regmeeting
ring the
o regis3699 or

TO: Delmon Jones.
E.N. St., Mayfield, KY
As of 8/1/06, title will be
filed on '91 BMW VINd
VVBAHD2311MBF7058
8 by Bobby Warren for
repair, storage, & towing of said vehicle.
Contact (270)493-0696

n inforApple,
class df
Gingy
1
.70-227:

BLUEGRASS Gardens
Dayfily Farm.
884 Crossland Ad,
Murray. Wed- Sat.
10MA- 4:30PM.
Weekly specials.
COME see the Lilies
It's peak bloom at
Outside Inn Daylily
Nursery
565 Magness Rd,
Hardin. KY
Open 8-6 Mon thru
Sat. 437-4015 or 7037059
DON'T forget your
Sandra D's house
dressing now sold in
pints 293-3816

iued an
one hayall 762-

g Counp.m. in
public

LARRY Tucker Farms
taking orders for silver
queen corn. 489-2477
a

VALENTINE Cruise
7 night 4 Island
Hawaiian cruise. Call
Affordable Travel
731-644-9300 or
800-644-9363

Check us out
on the Web!
www.murrayledr.COM

hursday
Episco17-2004
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meeting
4 p.m

53-61'97

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
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SOLAR Nails
,(a thinner, more natural
looking acrylic)
Full Set $25
Fill $17
We still offer Regular
Acrylic
Full Set $20
Fill $12
Add $5 for French
UpperCuts
1104 Story Ave.
753-2887
Tues.-Fn. 9-5, Sat 8-12

06
1119%Mid
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
YVKUMFS
270-443-9004
BABYSITTER in my
home. Call for more
details (270)564-5781.
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-time
cook/dietary aide posi
lion Previous evenonce in a long-term
care facility a plus
Must be able to work
some weekends.
Apply in person at
Brithaven of Benton
2607 Main St. Benton
KY 42025 No phone
calls pleas.. EOE/AAE
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years Apply at 109
South 15th Street
Murray

Taking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.

NEWCVAVE
COmmumr-MX:eaS

Attn: Kimberly Hooker
One Montgomery Plaza, 4th Floor
Sikeston, MO 63801
Email: Ktlooker@newwavecom.com
Fax to: 573-472-9518
EOE

Prevailing wage work available in
Greenville, Hopkinsville and Murray.

Fring
Construction

Commercial & Industrial

Contractor
5117 Charter Oak Dr
Paducah, KY 42001

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
career minded/skilled
LEAD CARPENTER/CARPENTERS/
RODBUSTERS/BACKHOE OPERATOR

The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
PLANNING ASSISTANT

POSITION:

Overview of Duties: Assists public with zoning issues, subdivision
regulations & sign regulations. Most take and
prepare minutes of meetings and other clencal duties.
Must be able to prepare and present presentations to the
public regarding planning and zoning issues.
Planning & Engineering Division

Department:

Salary and Benefits: Salary $10.29 per hour depending ontraining.
merience plus benefits.

POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.
City ofMurray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance,
'state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal days.

EARN Extra Cash $50
a petition filled out by
August 1st (60613795305 or
vrarneyeqx.net
EXPERIENCED
welders Summer help
40+ hours per week
Call 270-415-9972 to
apply.
Fidaigo Bay Coffee
Shop located at 121h
and Payne is
looking for exceptional
people wanting to work
35-40
hours a week. Please
send resume to
Manager. Fidalgo
Bay Coffee Shop, P.O.
Box 1402, Murray. KY
42071

FT billing clerk for med
cal
office
Coding/billing experience required Send
resume with references
to PO. Box 1040-E.
Murray, KY 42071

LARGE company look

GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the following positions CNA Full time - 2P-10P.
10P-6A. RN/LPN- Full
time - 10P-6AAnyone
interested in becoming
pad of our tears may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W Farthing
St., Mayfield, KY 42066

mg for business man
ager to join our ener
getic learn. Accounting
degree required with
preferably two years
management experience. Must be proficient in auickBooks,
Excel, Microsoft Office.
Experience in Oracle
preferred Responsible
for all financial duties
for agency. Training wilt
be provided to our system setup. Please send
resume to Community
Alternatives, P.O. Box
KY
Benton,
628,
42025. EEO.

PT openings to clean
resort rental units
hours
Saturday
required. Call
436-2345

TAKING applications.
Apply in person at
Restaurant,
Rudy's
104 S 5th St No
phone calls'

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
Samurai
SUZUKI
4WD. Call 812-5287595 and leave message.
150
Argolis
For Sale

Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103. Applications
can be obtained on-line at www.murrayky.gov and then mailed to 104 N.
5th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Deadline for accepting applications:
5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, July 26, 2006.

BEAUTIFUL
1-1/2
carat, platinum wedding set. Marquise cut.
Paid $4,000, wilt take
$2,000 0130. 270-2938648

Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Tanning Research Laboratories, Inc. has
an immediate opening for a full time
Customer Service Representative to
process orders for national accounts.
Applicants must be able to effectively
communicate with customers, brokers,
and company sales force. Applicant
must also be able to manage multiple
priorities on a daily basis. Computer
experience is required (SAP knowledge
is a plus). Full benefits package includes
medical, dental, 401(k), etc. Please mail
resume to: Human Resources, P.O. Box
30, Murray, KY 42071.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
Immediate full-time Medical
Technologist(ASCP) position available
on the afternoon shift. Position will work
all areas of the laboratory. Excellent
salary and benefit package with premium
shift differentials. Submit resumes to
JPMC's Human Resources Department
or fax to 270-251-4443.

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
EEO M/F/V/D

Mandatory drug test.

Excellent benefit package posted on the web
(Health, STD,LTD,LIFE,401K)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

wooden
CHILD'S
swingset or outdoor
playhouse in good condition. 270-748-8864

Job applications and full job descnptions for the above listed position are
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N.5th Street,

2 yr. min commercial/industrial experience a must.

Apply in person or online at
akconstruction.com
Or call 270-441-7752 to have an
application mailed to you.
Fax 270-441-7754

LASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 120,
Murray_

NOTICE

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

We will be accepting applications at the
Career Discover Center on Monday,
7/17/2006, from 8 am to 4:30 pm for production/manufacturing and data entry positions.
1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts. To be considered for
employment, please bring two forms of identification: one that will establish your identity and one that establishes your right to work
in this country.
EOE• NVF/D/V
established
LOCAL
business seeking fulltime receptionist/customer service rep. Must
have excellent people,
computer and typing
skills. High school
diploma required. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-D, Murray, KY
42071.
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.
wanted.
PAINTERS
WO train right person.
978-1265 or 978-1266

0Th DRIVERS NEEDED. COMPETITIVE
WAGES AND BENEPACKAGE.
FITS
HOME WEEKENDS.
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS OTR EXPERI
ENCE. CLEAN MVR
(800)468-6087
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M -F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray. Ledger &
Mies
270-753-1916

FR-

PROGRAMMER/SYST
EMS Manager

S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
an IT
Manager/Programmer.
Candidate must have
extensive experience
in Visual Basic, ASP,
MS-Access,
HTML/SML, and SOC.
Proficiency in C+,
Digisoft Telescript,
DBA/Pervasive and
Assembler preferred.
The successful candidate will provide user
support, maintain
Microsoft/Novell
Network, and Vodavi
Telephone System.
Candidate will oversee
website development,
write applications and
database queries to
support business and
engineering initiatives.
Good interpersonal
skills are a must.
Excellent written and
verbal communication
skills required.
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
competitive benefits
and wages commensurate with experience
E-mail resume and
samples of programming/html expenence
to
hr0scoreboard1.com

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
HBO,
of
choice
Cinemax, Starr, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVS or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
Purifiers:
HOME
remove smoke, pet
odors, kills germs, bacteria 8 dust mites,
breath clean fresh air.
Covers up to 3.000 sq.
ft. 5 day free tnal in
your home For more
info. call
(270)978-0343

SKYLINE
Communications is
now accepting applications for cabling technicians. Must be 21
years old, have valid
driver's license & willing to travel. No experience necessary.
Benefits available.
270-227-0396, 270293-6390, if no answer
leave message.

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Silver
coins. 7534376
USED C-Pap machine.
227-3623

OPEN 24/7
Rex's Worm Farm,
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Ph. 270-436-2189.
Redworms, nightcrawlers, waxworms,
mealworms.
Mealworms, 1,000:
$12 post paid. Ship
mealworms only.
SEARS Rototiller, 2
years old, $300. Chest
freezer, $125. Swing
set, wood A frame,
$120. Call 759-0196
after 9AM.
STRAW for sale, 82.25
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message.
TANNING bed for sale.
Call 759-1361 or
293-7084 after 5P144

FRIGIDAIRE retrigisra
tor. Side by side
ice/water, 1-1/2 years
old, $500. 519-1511,
492-8175
WASHER & dryer $103
each. Stove 8 fridge
$200 each. All 2 years
old. 731-571-8304

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
(hut hlor:-Frt. 9-5: Sat. 9-2

‘,1 tr 's
-

it ire)

Vi

/53-8501

CLASSIFIEDS

23• Saturday, July 15, 24106
6

kaii21

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
USED
starting at $200/mo.
APPLIANCES
753-4109.
Ward Elkins
182BR near MSU
Appliances furnished.
753-1713
Coleman RE
753-9898
MAYTAG washer &
1. 2, 3 apts 753-1252
Maytag gas dryer
or 753-0606
Works perfect $110 for
1BR & 313R apartments
pair 753-5094.
next to MSU at Bradley
227-9174
Book Company
759-4696
Fundaltim
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
7 piece beige sofa sec
ional for sale $150 .2BR. 1 Bath apt. kt,
appliances. w/d, $435
759-9451
753-7559
LARGE 3-piece wood
TV Armoire, pine finish. 1BR, all appliances.
center unit & two Oaks Apts , starting at
shelves
Can use $275 Coleman RE
together or seperate. 759-4118
$550.00 293-1100
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
LARGE lighted display ances,
case. $250. Dining area 293-6968
room table with 4 2 large 1BR apartchairs. $75. Drop leaf ments located
in
dining table, $50. Aurora. All utilities
Corner cabinet, $50 included. Will work
Life size old animated deposit out in monthly
Santa, $200 OBO Call rent. 270-703-9219
492-8131. please leave 2BR 'IBA. Utility room
message.
with washer, dryer.
LIVING room set, bed- Great room, kitchen,
room set dinette set
dining area. All appli753-8588
ances. No pets. Lawn
OAK double pedestal care included.
table with 1 leaf, 4 753-24.40
chairs. $250 Hutch, 2BR, central gas heat,
$200 or both for $400 central air $275 and
Twin captain's bed & up, some with new carmattress, $80 25" GE pet Coleman RE
TV, $65. 767-0028
759-4118
2BR, some utilities
paid, $270/mo. No
pets. 767-9037
BOOTH space avail
3i3FI furnished. 2,200
able Tooter's Antique sq ft. All utilities paid 1
Mall Call about special year lease $750 a
rates 492-6111
month plus security.
1606 Miller downstairs
'770-519-2699

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $10.500
753-6012
Home For Sale
16X80 3BR
2BA
remodeled Must see a
E-15 Coach Estates
767-0313
2004
Clayton
Celebration
16x76
Vinyl siding, shingle

roof,
3BR
2BA.
Extremely nice
270-489-2525
2BR mobile home and
lot $13,500 753-6012
ARROWHEAD Home
Sales

For Sale
1993 model
home. 3BR
2BA, setup & delivery
Ind $18,900
Used
2001
model
16034 home, 3BR,
2BA. setup & delivery
inci $18.900
Call 731-642-7832 or
731 336-8597
Used
16x80

3 BEDROOM 2 BATH.
Doublewide

only

$39.99911 Land peck'
ages available',

731-584-9109
4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
Single
• inly
wide
$19,9951
last long

This won't
Call now,'

731-5844429
BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM 3 BATH with
fireplace tons
nets 8 huge master
Only
bedroom,'

GARLAND

Rentals

presently has 18.20R
apartments available 1
year lease 1 month
deposit No pets Call
753-2905

LARGE 2BR All appliances, washer, dryer
1612-B Wiswell Rd
$495 month 759-5885.
293-7085

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
_
NICE 1 BR, 1 bath
C/H/A, w/d hook-up, 1
1/2 blocks from MSU

S2e5 per month and
dep, ref required No
pets

759-3050 ABH

753-3949 Daytime
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr

Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
T DO #1-800-648-6056

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit

$69.995,
.
731-S84-3430

3bedrix.my, foreclosure
Buy for $5,025 For list
ing 800-749-8124 Ext

'6699L.L,)
I it in,hick
%WS 1i(
I I't''

Forsent
21 3BR 14, m
Hardin 437 4465
mobile
2FIR
NICE
home No pets
753 9866

S021
3E1i3 1 Batt, in town. no
pets, appliances tut
oished. close to MSU
$400. m o
deposit
required 759 1519
3BR. 1BA, 306S 15th

No pets $475,mo 759
4826
HOUSES for rent or
sale 3. 4 or 5 bed
room Call
270, 753-4109

1 822 sq ft office o
retail 1306 N 12th
753 2905 or ;93 14440
Far Plod

_
• A „, Mr income
based apts No pets
leave a messaqe
,'•O '53 14'0

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753- 7668

157 Chevrolet 3/4 Ion

MINI-STORAG

$4,495
.$4,995

9 FREE ESTIMATES°
nA 492-8334 fl

f

.$4,995
$4,995
.$4,495

1995 Toyota 4-Runner

tfai Dodge Canvas SE

'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

1:::/• Interior & Exterior Painting I
• Pressure Washing

$5,995

2•01 Ford Taurus
2140 Pontiac Sunike GI
Con vertible

Tills

51' III Illlli

753-9311' l• irS-114114

;5 3 - I'll ii

4465 OM Murray they.• Nuru, KY

437-445 et 217-531111
APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPERIENCE
1994 Chevy Silverado
(270)226-9398
ext. cab, 2WD, 350
(270)4924191
EFI, 0/0 trans., EJW,
EJL, cruise and cold
AC. Truck is in very APPUANCE REPAIR
good condition. Call SERVICE Si PARTS
435-4486 or 227-2404. (270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Yard Sale

-Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
370

Pr*.o
For Saki
COMMERCIAL building. 2,688 sq ft. on
.803 acre lot. Great
location. 2297 State
Route 94 East. 753-

2-FAMILY
YARD SALE
121N (6 MILES)
RIGHT ON POTTS
RD,(LANDFILL)

3RD HOUSE
ON LEFT
SAT 7:004
Clothes toys house
hold items, exercise
equipment bakes toots
movies 8 hunting
equipment

MOVING
SALE

5856. 293-7127 cell.
Freshly painted.
Prop. For RPM
1.000 or 2.000 square
eel office or retail on
121 Bypass. 753-7724
or 753.3300
707 South 12th Street.
South Center 1.200
sq ft., 710 so ft 753-

1252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms.
plenty of parking,
excellent location near
Judicial building. 404 N
4th St complex 759-

3772
METAL

building
88x40' Insualted gas
heat. (3) taxi 0' overhead doors can be

used for 2 shops
Location 406 Sunbury
Circle. Murray Call
270-436-2935

11.4

599 Cavett
Rd., Kirksey
July 14 & 15

YARD SALE
825 Glendale Rd.
Sat • 8AM-1PM
household items,
pictures, tools, all
clothes 50C, computer. 2 printers.
blankets comforters. curtains,
small trolling
motor, 2 brand
new outdoor light
fixtures

AKC Black Lab pups.
males.
champion
$15000 354-8714
AKC Registered Boxer

1AC septic, water,
elec. well house.
$10,000 No offers
6mi S 731-232-8134

pups Brindle or fawn,
$400 Available now'
White
full-blooded.
brown spot around one
eye
Approx
10
months $150
767-0143. 227.5166
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing

FREE puppies

Lab
mix 10-12 weeks old
Wormed & dipped for

fleas 753-3115 or
227-4872

LMelock Supplies

1988 2811 horse trade
with full living quarters
$750 1986 22h 4
horse trailer $450
1994 2-horse trailer
$850 435 4098 or
293 5381
2 Beef for sale SI 10
per lb on the hoof
435-4645 293-6482
EAR corn for livestock
feed or deer camps Be
ready Sept Oct Have
Some in bin now

270)293-2487
_
GREAT kid s horse
Experienced on trails
and in Me arena Great
4H horse Beautiful 4
year old 14 1 hand

Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color. rielogion.
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation or discnmination This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law

Our readers are hereby
informed
all
that
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

FOR sale 2BR duple;
in Northwood $89,000
293 1446
Haley Professional
Appraising
ion what s worth'
12701759-4218

'TRIPLEX and duplex
for sale in Cambndge I
Great income Serious
inquiries only
753-3966 leave message
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income producer
$125,000 See listing
027720 at
www allthelistings corn
270- 753-4109,
270-227-1545

Now renting
Located at '10 S -Id. St.

has been shown and
trail rides $1,500

293-6091

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has

Call us we will he
glad to help.

l 2 8 38R apts avail
able Please cad

units available
753-2906 or 753-7536

Murray Ledger & Times

KY Lake 13arklity, 2 9
acres 5129.900 220 ft
lockable
shoreline
west facing to lake Call

owner (270)350-6816
For kls

270-753-1916

1993 Chevy Suburban
2 wheel dnve, ChooChoo custom package,
leather intenor, woodgrain, $3,000 OBO
435-4098 or 293-5381

[gra-

Used Cars
BUY police impounds.
Cars from $500. For

4 Acres, Beautiful
wooded building site off

listing

of hwy 783 293-0541

2004 Impala 4 door.
99,800 hwy miles, new
tires, great car Will
consider trade for

2 new homes (energy
efficient). 1,500 11 liv
irig, 3 bedrooms 2
baths, paved streets &
concrete drives, 8 minutes from Murray. No
city taxes. Landon Hills

LOTS

for

sale

in
Hills

Landon
Subdivision or will build

eurt 210-3781,
`,59-2032

bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, attic, basement,
sunroom, bonus room,
hardwood floors, fireplaces, carport, new
roof/gutters

CONVENIENT
to
Mayfield and Murray 4
br 2 ba in the country
Nice corner lot back
deck, basketball court
JaCuzzi tub in master
bath
Priced below
appraisal at $85.000
12115 St RI 303 near
St Rt 94.
270-534-0143

1999 Hyundai Accent
GL, 44ir, auto, cold AC,
great economy car,
$1800060. 293-5829
'99 Town & Country
LX1, leather. loaded. '00
5-10 Xcab extreme,
70,000 miles '99 Pont.
Montana extra nice '97
Olds Achieve, cold air,
$1,995. 753-1522 or

293-3124
1995 Mitsubishi
Mirage Appx
107,000 miles Runs
fine $925 00 obo
753-3507 nights,
293-4076

211114 I III
\III41 II

" - 59117
1998 Town & Country
LX
minivan
One
owner,
very
(270)978-0774

nice

2000 Chevy S-10 LS
753-4882

Neve
aced like new. $1.850
OBO 2005 CRF25OR
Ridden very little.
Yoshimura
pipe,
$3.950 0130 270-2271877. 270-994-1595
2005

Times

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.

First Come
First Serve

G&T Homebuilder's
and Home Repairs
IF
61####404iii4r

PROFESSIONAL Floor
Installation. 18 years
experience. Wood, carpet, tile. Free estimates. 767-0226
HAMPLE'S
Lawn
Service. Mowing, trimming, leaf removal.
Residential & commercial. Honest & reliable.
John Hample, owner
Call (270)970-3003 or
(270)247-8455
ORE.%\MI II Hi It%
I/5, I. i
it\

Iii hi I

We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs, siding.
-FREE ESTIMATES**
Call (270)753-1499 or
731)247-5464
crobertson0wk.net

Please

No Phone Calla
Services Offered
•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Mulching
Landscaping
Satiklaction guaNnievd
•Sensor
omnl.

Call 753-1816
227-0611
436-2867 Lamb's

Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal, trimming. etc

Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
El 5/140
761-3740 213-4045

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,

Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning

stump grinding, firewood. Insured.

489-2839

i•
1141 I Is11‘1\11,

HOUSE cleaning Call
for free estimates
270-761-3985
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867.
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
-For all residential and

small commercial
painting needs
-Interior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858.
MOODY'S
Mower
Repair pick-up & deliver 753-5668

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.

WE SERVICE

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044

All Moicr Appilonces
and Most Moroi Brands

WARD-ELKINS

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,

crpoul H. 1,4
11\\I I lilt\

porches, decks. sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors. termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

DOZER & backhoe
work Large & small

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New

On the Square Murray
(270) 153-17)3

Tractor Work
Bush-Hogging,
Dirt work,
Driveways, etc.
Call 436-2594.
Reasonable pilci

lobs (new septic systems installed)
210-3781. 559-2032

Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
xcab. 4 3L, 69K miles
red Runs great

A ATVs

227-3032

Murray Ledger &

interior One owner,
lady driven, never
wrecked Good gas
mileage, excellent condition $5,700. 227-

5960 or 227-0736

Dom work & Track
hoe
Bobby McCuistoo
Backhoe 8 Tractor/Blade
Septic Systems - Driveways White Rock • Gra.
,
753-7646

Loading Dock of

Monte Carlo.
Silver with gray leather

Foreclosure, 3 bed 2
bath. $10,000 For listings 800-749-8124 Ext.
S020
SECLUDED country
charm home next to
Miller Goff COUISe, 1
12 story 38R. 3-Bath,
stone
fireplace
garage. all appliances.
2,406 sq rl $169,000
436-2466

Free
Pallets

2002

(270)382-3939

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

BTM Excavating

2003 Chevy Impala,
51,uoc, new tires, tinted
windows, garage kept,
AM/FM/CD/XM radio,
transferrable ext warranty, many extras. call
270-436-5272 or 270293-6507 or 270-2936508. Asking $12,000.

210-3781 or 559-2032

BY-OWNER:
1610
Sunset, 3br, 1 -ba
Family Room, totally
remodeled & landscaped
Reduced
$94,000
(270)293-9569

8211

camper of equal value
$6,900 767-0028

Subdivision. $115,000
w/garage, $105.000.

BUY a home, sell a
home, save money
fsbowestky.com

800-749-8116

ext. N526

Homes For Sib

BEAUTIFUL
4,200
sq ft new home built
on bluff over creek in
Kirksey. $148.000. Call
Don 767-0958,
519-8570

1997 Express 16' Jon
Boat with 9.9 Johnson
motor, trolling motor,
battery, depth finder,
and trailer. Ready to
fish. $2,195 270-492-

DNJ HANDYMAN

We do all the odd Jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

YZ85

2002 Yamaha V-Star
Classic. 650 cc. 7.000
miles Vance & Hines
pipes, corbin seat,
hardbags, windshield,

Get Your Yard Sale Kit
And Make Your Event a Success!
'
•Pi?°
67
}
,h
purchase
-•

many chrome aCCessones. $4,300

iltd Sale Adf

753-2751
1978 Honda- EXCELLENT condition CB
750 supersport 2nd
owner- 10 k original
miles,
Must
see,
$1.750 (314)306-5957
(270)436-5871

PRICES:
30 words # of
or less* days

••

me g 1.
lore ...woe*
L.

$11

*ogre
_ *******

••• 0000000 est,
0
00
00000000 •
-

EDDIE Bauer Edition
2000 Ford Expedition
Fully loaded. vituteetan,

Prepeny

mare $1 000 firm

270-227-9020
1 ENNESSEE Walking
Horse 13 years mare

REDUCED) 3 bed
room, 2 bath,. 10.5
acres. 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed. $199,999
753-9212, 753-3992

2 story brick. 8 acres, 3

electronic piano.
furniture... You
name it!

Supplies

436-2858

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
'We SpeciaNze in
Cieutning•
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
4Aobil• Hornet
•BrIck
-Ad External Cleaning
-Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Us* Hot Water
•Parlung Lots &
Dnveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
ELECTRICIAN
New Contd./Remodel/
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091

I 01: li 11 I ;
I 11111111

MOTOR SALE

400

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

VS11141
I1
Xt
,

it I Ill 1:5

753-38

1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice all
appliances including
d No pets
270 436 5496

753-8721

$5,995

2111 Clevraiet Silveri&
1999 Ford Ranger Ext.('ab
54,000 miles

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j6
Cr
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
270-436-54%
270-2934Ni

Alt Vehicles $5,000 & Under

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepung Applications

360

tjcYine
I

freer 40 Cars To Choose From

TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

wormed Black & tan 7
weeks old 731-3522694 or 731-415•11546
GOLDEN Retriever
puppies. 5-boys 3
girls. AKC papers
ready 720/06
$25000 1270149,'
8017 12701227.1879

S4.011
.1!,

PENING

Al.Esr

270-753-8556

Call Today!
7534668.

2BR. stove refrigerator w 0 hookup contra
H A. $550 niu 1 mu
deposit. 12 mu lease
No pets 753-2259
527 8174

Ci ay,

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

GERMAN Shepherd
puppies AKC shots P.

-..._
20113 East ixid St.
Pork. I". 3/1242.
(731 oe41-69011
I -1177-754-4.9011
RFD 141: S41.F....

530

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

IBA $325
2BEI $375

&It()l11/III Ad

Murray Ledger & Those

63.000, $11.900/080

1996 Grand Cherokee
4x4 Has all options
Hunter

green
108.000 Tiles

with

Very

nice. $5.595
270-492-8211

• 2 Fluorescent 1!' ir if All-weather Signs
• 140 Bright Pre-Priced Labels
• Successful Garage Sale Tips
• Pre-Sale Checklist

1996 Jeep Cherokee 6
cyl 2 W/D. A/C. CD.
auto. extra good condition. $2.800 492-8805

•

$18

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

*Inciudes all words in ad
Each Kit includes:

519-1511. 492-8175

31-70
words'

• Sales Record Form

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT
753-1916 FOR DETAILS!
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Published is a ;picture of
Lyle Pulin in his restored 1917
Dodge Brothers touring car that
he spent five years and a lot
of elbow grease restoring The
photo was by Staff Photographer Jim Mahanes.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sills
were married for 50 years July
13.

10 years ago
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20 years ago
Bob Valentine will present
his show,"The Unknown Scout,"
on July 16 at 3:30 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. Valentine presents the one-man show
at the National Boy Scout Museum in Murray at scheduled times.
Births reported include a girl
to Nancy and Donnie Morton,
July 11.

30 years ago

, mebuilder's

.ftte Repa:rs

Published is a picture of Past
District Gov. Jack James of
Hopkinsville presenting the District Governor's banner to Tom
Shirley, president of Murray
Lions Club at a meeting at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The banner will be retained by
the Murray club throughout the

year while Codie L. Caldwell
of Murray is serving as district
governor.
40 y4ars ago
Murray City Council has
announced that the widening of
Main Street between Fifth and
Sixth Streets will begin soon.

iSIONAL Floor
on. 18 years
ce. Wood, carFree esti67-0226
E'S
Lawn
Mowing, trimeat removal.
ial & commerest & reliable.
smote, owner.
)1970-3003 or
-8455

The council also accepted the
low bid for paving of several
city streets in the city this summer.
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Pvt.. Darell Sheridan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Sheridan, is
undergoing a heavy vehicle train-

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, July 15,
the 196th day of 2006. There
are 169 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
400 years ago, on July 15,
1606, Dutch painter Rembrandt
was born in Leiden, Netherlands.
On this date:
In 1916, Boeing Co., originally known as Pacific Aero

mg course at Port Sill, Okla.
50 years ago
Bank assets in Calloway
County have increased over the
past six months, according to
statements which have been

released by the three local banks.
Peoples Bank of Murray, Dees
Bank of Hazel, and Bank of Murray.
60 year. ago
This weekly issue of July
11,1946, of The Ledger & limes
contains the last supplement of
"Heroes of World War 11." This
is the first condensed history
of Calloway County's part in
World War II, according to Mrs.
George Hart, editor.
C.O.(Red)McNutt,41,Paris,
Tenn., formerly of Calloway
County, drowned July 8 about
5 p.m. when he fell .from his
boat near the Paris Landing
State Park.
Calloway County Fair will
be Sept. 25-27 in the buildings
in the tobacco factory district
of Murray.
Marriages announced this
week include Jane Sexton to
John Wendell Atkins Jr., July
10.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Owen,
June 27; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ortis Guthrie and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Hughes, July 6;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Jaco, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Loftn Cathey and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Herschell W. Tapp,
July 7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus G. Outland, July 8; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Baker and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. F.A. Brantley, July 10.

Products, was founded in Seattle.
In 1948, President Truman
was nominated for another term
of office by the Democratic
national convention in Philadelphia.
In 1964,Sen. Barry M.Goldwater of Arizona was nominated for president by the
Republican national convention in San Francisco.
In 1975, three American

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman tries to focus attention
away from her poor eyesight
DEAR ABBY: I have been
cross-eyed my whole life. I
have had surgery, worn an eye
patch, special contacts, and
have worn bifocal glasses ever
since I was 2. Now that I am
21, my 'lazy eye is less
noticeable than before; however, it still
crosses
when I must
focus
on
something
tiny. It causes me to
have severe

Dear Abby

double
vision.
I work in
a
medical

By Abigail
Van Buren

I
where
work handson
with
patients. While doing so, I
tend not to wear my bifocals
because my eyes only cross
when I have to read small
print. (And, being only 21, its
incredibly uncool to be wearing Coke-bottle glasses.)
Is there a nice way I can
respond when older co-workers ask me to read small numbers at the front desk for them?
Because I am younger, they
often ask me to bring my
"young eyes" to rattle off
patient
phone
numbers.
Although they are all aware
of my problem, they pester
me anyway, even though they
know it's hard on my eyes.
(The truth is, while they may
have poor vision themselves,
I am the only one with severe
diplopia.)

astronauts blasted off .aboard
an Apollo spaceship hours after
two Soviet cosmonauts were
launched aboard a Soyuz spacecraft for a mission that included a linkup of the two ships
in orbit.
In 1979, President Carter
delivered his "malaise" speech
in which he lamented what he
called a "crisis of confidence"
in America.

E3/X ES Y El I_ Ll lE_ SOD
WHAT usr
PIECE OF PIE?

DEAR HUNG UP: Yours
isn't a question about cell phone
etiquette as much as it is about
basic good manners. Explain
to your family member how
insulting it is when she carries on long, involved conversations while you sit there. A
)'s, and
quick "I'm at my(
I'll call you later," is permissible.
You could also post a sign
on your front door that reads,
"No Cell Phone Zone." Others have done it with some

Life changes lead
to better health

E3 I_ CIIV COI E.C)

753'

or Work
Hogging,
I work,
ways, etc.
136-2594.
able prict

addressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
been having bowel problems.
When I have to move my
bowels, I sometimes can't get

DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
diagnosed
with
gastroesophageal
reflux
disease
(GERD) and took Pnlosec and
many other medications for the
symptoms for three years. My
internist referred me to a surgeon, and
surgery was
recommended.
From
reading your
column, I
decided to
be
proactive. 1 made
several
Dr. Gott lifestyle
changes,
i.e., stopped
By
Dr. Peter Gott drinking all
alcohol, lost
20 pounds, quit wearing tightfitting clothing around my waist
and increased my exercise. I
also started eating smaller
meals. My symptoms disappeared within six weeks, and
I have been symptom-free for
two years, without surgery. I
no longer require the use of
antacids or other meds for
GERD. Thank you again for
your efforts in writing this
much-appreciated column.

to the bathroom in time. I cannot hold it back. It just comes
out of me and I make a mess.
It doesn't happen all the time.
I once went to a restaurant
and had salad. I left the restaurant, got in my car and, halfway
down the highway, I had to
go, but there were no restrooms or service stations to stop
at. It just came out of me all
over my clothes. So I had to
go home. I have tracked what
I eat, and it is not one certain thing. I asked my doctor,
and he sent me to get a
colonoscopy, but everything
was A-OK. He told me I should
stay close to a bathroom and
that's it. What could it be, and
how can I stop it? When this
happens, I am more than embarrassed. What can I do? Please
help if you can. I am a 66year-old female. .

DEAR

tioning nerves and muscles in
the lower rectum.
I urge you to ask your doctor for a referral to a colorectal surgeon. After examining
and testing you, he may advise
surgery or other less invasive
treatments. You can be helped.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Constipation and Diarrhea."
Copyright 2006, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

ContractBridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A K J
V9 72
•A 5
•A K 72
WEST
•962
•K 10 6 5
•KJ843

44

EAST
•3
•Q .1 4
•Q 1096 2

.1NO .1 98
SOUTH

•Q 10 8 7 5
•A 83
•7
4)10 6 5 3
The bidding:
South West
North
East
l
Pass
1•
Pass
4•
Opening lead — four of clubs.
Declarers who rely solely on percentages often find not only their
expectancies shattered but also no
hope for ;recovery. The proper
approach to sound declarer play is to

anticipate bad breaks and do everything possible in advance to overcome them.
Consider this deal where West led
a club against four spades. Declarer
saw immediately that if the missing
clubs were divided 3-2, he would
lose at most two hearts and a club.
But if the clubs were divided 4-1
— a possibility made more likely by
West's lead of a club even though

North had bid that suit — the contract was in great jeopardy. South
therefore took steps to deal with that
possibility.
He won the club with the king,
drew three rounds of trumps, then
cashed the ace of diamonds and
ruffed a diamond. Next he played the
ace and another heart.
East wee the heart with the jack
and continued with the queen, but by
now the defense was helpless. If East
retained the lead with the queen, he
would have to return a diamond, permitting South to discard a club while
ruffing in dummy,or else lead a club
from the Q-1-9, allowing South to
score a trick with the ten sooner or
later regardless of which club Fast
returned.
Alternatively, if West overtook
East's queen of hearts with the king,
he would be forced to concede a ruffand-discard immediately. Note that
the outcome would be the same if
West, rather than East, started with
four clubs originally.
The key to the winning line of

play was South's foresight in eliminating all the diamonds and hearts
from both hands in order to force a
losing lead from the defenders at the
tail end of the play. Had the clubs
been divided 3-2 all along, South's
method of play would have proved a
needless exercise, but a good
declarer should always be willing to
expend a little extra energy when the
contract is at stake.

Crosswords
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1 Diner coffee
4 Skunk's
defense
8 Petruchto s
intended
12 Rainbow
13 Far-flung
14 Twisted
15 Weathervane's
place
17 'Old' London
theatre
18 Bring up
19 Gutter site
21 Change colors
22 Snrfter contents
25 Singer Brenda
26 Antarctic sea
27 Fate
30 Feedbag
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morsel
31 Give a home to
33 Dust cloth
35 Typewriter
insert
37 Human eater

Stately tree
Dark red
Plugged in
Claw badly
Designate
Voight of film
Team cheers
Furrowed
Like — —
of bricks
54 Grand Teton St
55 Finds the sum
58 'Quo VadisT
role
57 USN rank

38
39
41
44
45
48
47
51
52

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

Firefly holder
Gonzaiels gold
Kind of system
Ouchl
Share
Garfie4d's
housemate
7 Camcorder
button
8 —
Abdul Jabber

1
1
1
1
1
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9 Floored
10 Waiters
burden
11 Bronte
governess
16 Quagmires

20 — hoc
Committee
21 Take a break
22 Family mom
23 Shuttle launch
sound
24 Italian wine
city
25 Teacup nm
27 '28 Syllogiarn
word
29 Purple tuber
31 Having the
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36 Tams
37 Air France
destination
39 Large estate
40 Cate - all
41 "Diana' singer
42 Baton
43 Surrounded by
44 Tiny speck
48 Cold mo
48 Bloater

49 Author
— Rand
50 Distress signal
53 Refusal
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means
32 Sir, in Portugal
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READER: Fecal

incontinence is one of the most
distressing events imaginable.
It is often caused by malfunc-

DEAR READER: Your
experience is not unique. You
made a series of correct decisions and were able to avoid
surgery. I believe that if more
people took responsibility for
their health, they would require
fewer pills and visits to the
doctor. Good luck. Thanks for
writing.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Hiatal Hernia." • Other- readers who would like a copy
should send a long, self-

.140

DEAR ABBY: My brother
is ticked off at me because I
sing songs all the time. I sing
a few lines, and he yells,
'Stop!' Each time 1 make a
little noise, he also demands
that I stop. It seems like everything I do he tries to stop me
from doing.
My parents try hard to get
him to stop yelling at me, but
he won't. I'm getting really
frustrated. How can I solve
this problem?(I'm 7.) -- FRUSTRATED IN BERKELEY
DEAR FRUSTRATED:
Ignore him. The more your
brother yells, the louder you
sing. And when your parents
get tired of the sound of his
yelling, they'll figure out a
way to put a stop to it. Parents always do

ERVICE

-ELKINS
'sore NI,

Cell phone etiquette question.
Certainly there must be some.
Every time I have one particular family member over,
she brings her cell phone and
normally has the ring tone on
loud. Regardless of the volume, her calls always turn into
a long, drawn-out conversation with one of her friends
or other relatives. The volume
of her cell phone isn't what
bothers me as much as the
-fact that her visits are disturbed by her social life.
If it were a call from work,
or some emergency she was
expecting to hear back about,
or even a child that needed
attention, perhaps it wouldn't
seem so offensive. I have my
own phones at the residence
but, unless I am expecting an
important call. I normally don't
answer it when I have guests
over.
What can I say to people
who think it's OK to take all
their calls at my house during our visits, short of not
inviting them and their phones
into my home? -- *HUNG UP"
IN SEATTLE

SUCCCSS.

CAN
TUE LAST PIKE
Of PIE?

WOULDN'T IT BE NicER
TIt lAST PIECE SUASE IT WIN liAMMIE
INSTEAD?
of PIE'
CAN I UAW

'S
Mower
ick-up & deity668

Map Brands

Is there a nice way to get
these old grannies off my back
without having dotible vision
for the rest of the day? -DOUBLE-VISIONED
IN
MICHIGAN
DOUBLEDEAR
VISIONED: The magic words
are, 'Sorry, I can't help you.
I'm not wearing my reading
glasses.' Then suggest to the
"grannies" that they ask the
office manager to buy a large
magnifying glass to keep at
the front desk.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Ring, ring!
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ST. LOUIS 5, LOS ANGELES 0

Carpenter's two-hitter
lifts streaking Cards

Ty Holland/John Hina Coaches Classic

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The
National League's best offense
had no luck against Chris
Carpenter. The St. Louis
Cardinals' right-hander had stuff
reminiscent of his 2005 Cy
Young season.
"It could have been any
team," Carpenter said after
throwing a two-hitter in a 5-0
victory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers on Friday night. "If I
make good pitches like I did
against anybody, I'm going to
get outs.
"I was making pitches all
night long."
David Eckstein had four hits
to help the Cardinals win their
fifth straight and beat the
Dodgers for the fourth time in a
row dating to last season. Chris
Duncan hit a two-run homer off
Derek Lowe (7-6) in the third
inning for the Cardinals, who
had needed extra innings to win
their previous three games,
including a 14-inning victory
over the Dodgers on Thursday in
'the series opener. Juan
Encarnacion added a solo homer
in the eighth off Danys Baez.
"I don't feel .like we're red
hot or anything," manager Tony
La Russa said. "We've won
three extra-inning games and a
tough game in front and behind,
but I know what we're capable St. Louis Cardinals starting pitcher Chris Carpenter sets to
of, and we're capable of putting deliver a pitch in the first inning against the Los Angeles
enough wins together to have a Dodgers Friday at Busch Stadium. Carpenter threw a two-hitchance to play in October."
ter as the Redbirds defeated LA.for the second straight night.
Eckstein is 11-for-26 (.423)
Young-like," La Russa said. "I stop to lead off the fourth, and
for his career against Lowe.
don't know if he's pitched bet- Carpenter retired the next 14 hitCarpenter (8-4) threw his
ter."
ters before Cesar Izturis singled
10th career shutout and 21st
The Dodgers entered the up the middle with two outs in
complete game, the first of each
game batting .283, but have the eighth. Nomar Garciaparra
this season. He struck out seven
scored only two runs in the last was 0-for-3 with three groundand hit a batter, requiring only
20 innings.
outs, ending a 22-game hitting
101 pitches for the team's first
"We felt good about the way streak during which he batted
complete game shutout since
we ran the bases," manager .360. ,
Jason
Marquis
won
at Grady Little joked.
"We only
"He could probably still be
-Washington on Aug. 27,2005.
left two on."
out there pitching right now,"
"He was so sharp with everyRafael Furcal lined a single Lowe said. "It really wasn't
thing and relentless and Cy
over Eckstein's head at short- much of a problem for him"

MID-AMERICA SUMMER HOOPS CLASSIC
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Over 100 golfers combined to form 34 teams for
the
inaugural
Ty
Holland/John
Hina
Coaches Classic Memorial
Tournament, held Friday
at Murray Country Club.
(Top) Rick Melton tees off
on hole No. 4 as the tournament gets underway.
(Right) Murray High head
football
coach
Lee
Edwards talks with new
Murray State head coach
Matt Griffin before the start
of yesterday's event.
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Tourney helps Tiger football
A LOAN'er- imes

Members of the Cave City (Ark.) and Wentzville Holt (Mo.) high school basketball teams
do
battle on Court 1 during the final day of play at the 2006 Mid-America Summer Hoops
Classic,
which wrapped up its three-day run at the Regional Special Events Center on Friday.

Curry to teach at private prep school
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CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
.(AP) — ESPN college football
analyst Bill Curry, a former
coach at Kentucky, Alabama and
Georgia Tech, accepted a job at
a private school where he will
teach leadership to high school
students.
Curry will begin working at
Chattanooga's Baylor School as
executive director of the
Leadership Baylor program in
September. Curry said he will
continue as an ESPN commentator and writer for ESPN.com,
but on a limited basis.

Headmaster Bill Stacy started
the leadership program last fall.
'The reason I came here is
the legitimacy of what Bill
Stacy and his faculty have
begun," Curry. told the
Chattanooga Times Free press.
"If we do a good job at Baylor,
and we will, we can create a program worth sharing across
America for what I think is the
greatest deficiency in our culture: Leadership with integrity."
Curry will be responsible for
developing a curriculum, lining
up a leadership speaker series

and creating mentoring opportunities for faculty, staff, coaches
and students.
Curry said recent corporate
scandals are proof that such a
program is needed.
"High school students are
more malleable. They don't
think they have all the answers
as much as the college kids or
NFL guys do," he said.
Stacy said Curry would be
paid according to existing faculty salary levels, but he declined
to disclose the amount.

From
the
Murray
lndpendent School District
The
Murray
High
Quarterback Club hosted the
first Ty Holland John Hina
Coaches Classic Memorial
Tournament on Friday at
Murray Country Club.
The event was a fund-raising initiative to benefit the
Murray High football team, an
athletic tradition for 105 years
in the school system.
Held in honor of the late
Preston "Ty" Holland — a
Kentucky coaching legend
who still ranks in the top tier
of Kentucky coaches — the
tournament featured 34 teams
and
102
players,
includingMHS alumni,former
coaches, community members
and MISD administrative personnel.

The 1961 Kentucky Coach
of the Year, Holland ushered
the Tigers to their first championship in 1961.
Hina
served
Murray
schoolt for 27 years as a student teacher at Murray High, a
social studies teacher, head
track coach and assistant to
the school's basketball program; assistant principal and
football coach from 1973
through 1981.
Hina followed Holland's
influence, ushering Murray to
its second state championship
in 1974 — the year he was
also named Kentucky Coach
of the Year.
Hosted by the MHS
Quarterback Club, the tournament garnered funds to benefit
activities within the football
program.

The team of Ron Shearer,
Tim
Dossett,
David
Featherstore and Kenny Ames
took home the tournament's
top prize.
During the tournament
members of the MHS football
team were present to assist
players with their efforts. The
Tigers will begin their 2006
season with a kick-off event
on Aug. 3, followed by the All
Sports Kickoff Aug. 11 at Ty
Holland Stadium.
The football team will open
the season on Aug. I 8against
Dyer County in the Pella
Bowl, whin will be played
this year at Ty Holland
Stadium. A rededication ceremony for the newly-renovated
stadium is slated for Sept. 22,
when the Tigers host Ballard
Memorial.

Kentucky Wesleyan placed on three years' probation by NCAA

OWENSBORO. Ky. ,AP) — any postseason ban.
The report determined seven other school. Foster said he's not sure if the
Kentucky
Wesleyan
University
"A big weight has been lifted." sports at the school — football, base- penalty means the
men's basketball
received three years probation from the Wayne Foster, chairman of the school's ball, men's soccer and
golf and team will have to forfeit the NCAA
.NCAA on Friday for using 45 ineligible board of trustees, told the Owensboro women's basketball, tennis and
volley- Division 11 titles it won in 1999 and
athletes in eight sports between 1998 Messenger-Inquirer."We didn't do any- ball — also used
ineligible students. 2001.
and 2005.
thing malicious."
The 45 athletes committed 69 total
Kentucky Wesleyan's eight men's
The men's basketball team will also
The NCAA's report said the western infractions during the period under basketball titles are the
most of any
lose one scholarship as part of the sanc- Kentucky school showed a "lack of investigation.
Division II school.
tions imposed by the NCAA Division II institutional control" by allowing transKentucky Wesleyan will have to
In August 2003, the NCAA had
Committee on Infractions. However, fer athletes to play even though they did vacate all contests in which
the athletes ordered Kentucky Wesleyan to forfeit
the basketball program will not receive not meet NCAA transfer requirements. competed in during
their time at the its 2003 national runner-up finish in

men's basketball for using two ineligible transfer players.
;Ray Harper, who coached the men
basketball program during the period of
the investigation, is currently the head
coach at Oklahoma City Universiti%
which is a member of the NAIA.
He left Kentucky Wesleyan following the 2004-2005 season. He was not
specifically named in the report issued
Friday.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

Photos Submitted By Rockhouse Creek Photography

The Kirksey Little League season concluded with a park-wide picnic cookout and awards
ceremony on July 1. A few
scenes from the 2006 season captured above include (clockwise
from top right) James Harrison, 8, from the undefeated
K & S Equipment team; 11 -year-old Pinto II player Kyle Killebrew looking over the
offerings on a picnic table; and 7-yearold Extreme Graphics player Jared Gray waiting on a pitch to put in play.

Red, White & Bruised

Arnefican League
Alt Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
Boston
53 35 602
New York
51 36 586 1 1/2
Toronto
49 40 551 4 1/2
Battimore
41 5i4-46
14
Tampa Bay
15
39 51 433
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
61 29 678 Chicago
57 32 640 3 1/2
Minnesota
48 40 545
12.
CieveLand
41 48 46119 1r2
Kansas City
31 58 34829 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Oakland
47 43 522
Texas
47 43 522
Los Angeles
44 45 494 21/2
Seattle
44 46 489
3
Friday's Scores
Oakland 15, Boston 3
Detroit 10. Kansas City 9
Texas 2, Baltimore 1
N V Yankees 6, Chicago White Sox 5
Seattle 5. Toronto 3
Minnesota 3 Cleveland 2. 10 innings
L A Angels 4. Tampa Bay 0
Today's Games
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 9-61 at
Yankees (Mussina 10-3) 12 20 pm
Seattle (Moyer 5-81 at Toronto
(Halladay 12-21.3,07 p.m
Texas (Rheinecker 4-3) at Baltimore
(Bedard 1041,3:35 p.m.
Oakland(Haw 6-7) at Boston
(Schilling 10-3), 8:05 p.m.
Kansas City (Gobble 3-2) at Detroit
(Vertander 10-4), 6:05 p.m
Cleveland (Sabathia 7-4) at Minnesota
(J Santana 9-5). 6 10 p m
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 10-61 at LA
Angels (E Santana 10-3) 905 pm
Sunday's Games
Kansas City at Detroit. 12:05 p.m
Chicago White Sox at N Y Yankees.
12 05 pm
Seattle at Toronto. 12 07 p m
Texas at Baltimore. 12 35 p m
oainarxt at BOston. 1 05 p m
Cleveland an Minnesota, 1 10 p m
Tampa Bay at L A Angels. 2 35 p m

AMERICAN TEAMS STRUGGLING ACROSS THE BOARD
to support our athletes." said Jim
head of the U.S.

By EDDIE PELLS
AP National Writer

Scherr,

July, a I 60pound Japanese Mall osercame
iii Altieth all nearly 75 pounds
heat lei in a hot dog eating contest
Silly 'Sure Symbolic. too.
W hipped at Wimbledon,
on the fourth of

Olympic Committee.
In two years, at the Beijing
Olympics, all these sports will
come under one umbrella and
the buck will stop with Scherr.
Really. though. the problems are
unique from sport to sport.
In soccer. the United States
has rarely been competitive on

III the World ('up.

over time, but until it's as culturally important as it is in other
countries, you're not 'going to
have kids playing on every
street comer,- Scherr said.
Because pickup soccer isn't
popular in America. kids who do
play arc taught in the team context, which some people say

•
1111 In basketball. the U S
team is coming on two embai-

"Continuity is the key," said
Kuvew ski, who has won three
NCAA titles with Duke. "And
unity. also. Before, it was a dif-

leave Rutgers with 24 varsitY •
sports. which ties it with
Connecticut for the most of any

the university said Friday.
Five of the six sports to be
phased out are men's programs:
heavyweight crew, lightweight

program
that competes in
Division 1-A football in the Big.
East Conference.

ferent team every time. You took
12 guys. There was no contin-

rassments. a sivth-place finish in
the 21612. World Championships
and a bronie-medal performance in Athens
Looked upon as selfish I play

gency plan, no alternate."
The first major test of the
new system comes next month
at the World Championships in
Japan.

crew, fencing, swimming and
diving, and tennis. Women's
fencing also will be eliminated.

Crs I.

•In tennis, America's downfall at Wimbledon — no players

Arena.

Illustrated.

Ille

I S

learn

I.

III

nuide alter an embarhissing bron/e-medal pent ii n
ante .it Ille Alhell, 01), mph:.
And the Ryder Cup. where the
Alums ans hist badly oti their
home Did isto ye.ius ago and will
plohahly tx es en hugger underdogs in Ireland in September
hat to make of all ihis
undeiadues mg twin the world's
only superpower. the L-oultir
that iris ented halt the sports it
eels beaten in and that used to
strike teat in the hearts of owl-

revciii !allure
started with the most obvious.
thai while sot-vet is a big-time
partis pain sport for kids, there

mak lied opponents limn South
\ Meth. a to Siberia '

is no significant audience for the
sport in the l'inted States, which

•'It i s out nest great ,hallenge
and it should alarm us. be,. Mist'
i.e ha% c to nitellsik our efforts

in the long term, undermines
participation at elite levels.

years is a long period." federation president Suml
Gulati said. "I'm not saying we
need to change direction, the
direction Bruce set is very posiIlse
Bin having a fresh
approach. alter eight years.
which is a very long time, is the
strongest factor"
Theories handled atioul tot
"Eight

"They're

making

progress

build some continuity. which
Was sorely lacking in 21X14. and

part of university-wide cost-cutting resulting from a projected
$80.4 million budget shortfall,

v. heti'

I chit i liti iig

the roster and with the team.
The hope is this system will

"When I see youth soccer. I
lin) much organization. too

see

many kids standing around in
line waiting to shoot." U.S. cap-

ulisorg.oiiietl imanage
mem)and unable ki handle it all
ic(aches. USA Basketball had

to tethink the

wai. 11 dot's busi-

ness.

lii t..1111C Jerry ( olangclo as
the managing director and Mike
Kris /ew ski as coach fheir
biggest change is that they will
no It
go searching for teams
from year to year In place is a
24- Man rosier made up of play

help avoid the mad scrambles
that took place when players

in the quartedinals for the first
time since 1911 — was stunning. -though maybe it shouldn't
have been.
"The Williams sisters probadelayed
the
notable
downslide we're experiencing
bly

right now." said Steve Roush,
Ii et of sport performance at the
•,( K'

Indiana-Kentucky game moved to Rupp Arena
11 \IN(.1oN

I his seat
1).1.1.1.1l).111

1.

ii

0.1

iii

I C‘Illgton

tienital I moss ills'
lit'itiulurigsontlki

e

the planned Dec date
"Fhere was another primary
tenant and other totllllllintents
that presented securing a date at
on

Indiana Kentikks
1...110) still Ix' played

Ball.-

Kentucky
spokesman Scon Stricklin said
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t•riday
the games has e alternated
he its cent
Indianapolis
and
toms% tIle since 1942 to keep it
a neutral site game. and ticket
allok anon has been equal lot
ea. h school this !,ear. it will K.
a home game tor Kentucky
Stric Alm said the schools
roused the scheduling conflict
m January 20113. Indiana arid
Kentuck> tried to move the

If you
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They also were unable to
move the game time up.
Indiana athletics director
Rick Greenspan was disappointed in the loss of the neutral
court
"The nearly equivalent presHoosier and Wildcat
tans each year has resulted in an

ence of

stances beyond the control of
our uni>ersities are impeding
the continuation of this extraordinary tradition."
Stricklin said the situation is
good for Lexington but had for
Indiana fans and Kentucky fans
in the Louisville area

-This action was an extremely difficult and painful one to
make," athletic director Robert
E: Mulcahy said. "Any time
you're put in a position of denying opportunities for students,
it's a heartbreaking situation.
Every student-athlete in our program is a valuable member of
our athletic and university community.Mulcahy said that eliminating the six sports will save $2
million from the athletic department's budget, which was $35.5
million this past year.
There are 153 athletes in the
six affected programs. including
23 who are receiving some sort
of financial aid, said John
Wooding. assistant
athletic
director for athletic communications.
The university said all scholarship commitments will be
honored The six sports are
expected tel be offered as part of
the university's club sports program.
While it considered eliminating the six sports immediately.
.
Mulcahy said doing that would
have been unfair to the student:
athletes.
Rutgers' Board of Governors
approved a university budget
Entiay that included $52.4 million in spending cuts to programs, staff and services that
will affect virtually all academic
and administrative operations.
The recently adopted state budget significantly reduced funding
for higher education and left the

Protect your kids

by rnataing tstiat they do mane!
OSMAN Mal•itralINAlsios
•katipials •Setalesk Nefa"

r I

oar

"1.1.0•••41 Cit IN'e, FOR J. f!," 055, P.FAJI
0-141-1 490
1
,

game to Dec. ft or Dec. 10, hut
also were unavail-

those dates

atmosphere that makes each
game remarkable in its own
way.- he said in a statement. "It
is unfortunate that circum-

RI 01'115 510 ,A,0040 A 'Aro°.
Sitil"fP .iA. V., RI

0
,

Phone number

Rutgers to eliminate
six" sports after 2006-07

dropped out because of injury or
other reasons.

tain Claudio Reyna said in a
recent interview with Sports

international stage. The
Americans went 0-2-1 at the
World Cup. and on Friday. the

From those 24, coaches will
activate 12 for competitions, but
the other players will remain on

school with an unprecedented
shortfall of $80.4 million.
The loss of six sports will

U.S
Soccer
Federation
announced it would not renew
the contract of coach Bruce

the

Olympics.

Rutgers will eliminate six
intercollegiate sports at the end
of the 2006-07 school year as

could stifle creativity needed to
make stars.

in baseball, Americans
,.an't seem to win much these
days
whether it's on the
pitch, the court, the diamond or
a ridiculous eating contest
Coming soon: the V odd
Basketball
Championships.
beaten

ers who have committed to the
team through the Beijing

National League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
54 36 600
Philadelpnia
40 47 48012 1)2
Atlanta
40 49 44913 1/2
Florida
39 49 443
14
Washington
38 53 41816 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
St Louis
50 39 562
Cincinnati
47 44 516
4
Houston
44 47 484
7
Milwaukee
44 47 484
7
Chicago
34 55 382
16
Pittsburgh
31 60 341
20
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
48 40 545
Los Angeles
46 44 511
3
San Francisco
45 44 506 3 1/2
Arizona
44 45 494 4 1/2
Colorado
44 45 494 4 1/2
Friday's Scores
NY Mats 6, Chicago Cubs 3
Pittsburgh 7, Washington 4
Cincinnati 3. Colorado 1
Florida 3, Houston 1
St Louis 5. L A Dodgers 0
Arizocia 4, Milwaukee 3
Atlanta at San Diego, Late
Philadelphia at San Francisco. Late
Today's Games
L A Dodgers (Hendrickson 4-10) at St
Louis (Suppan 6-5 or Reyes 1-3), 1220
p.m
NY Mats (Glavine 11-2) at Chicago
Cubs (Zambian° 8-3). 3:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Lidle 5-7) at San
Francisco (Lowry 4-51, 3:05 p.m.
Houston (Peddle 7-9) at Florida
(J.Johnson 8-41, 5:05 p.m.
Colorado (Cook 6-7) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 9-6), 510 p.m
Washington (Astacso 1-1) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 8-6), 605 p.m
Milwaukee (Capuano 10-4) at Arizona
(Webb 9-3), 8:40 p.m.
Atlanta (Srnottz 6-5) at San Diego (Park
6-41,.905 p m
Sunday's Mimes
Houston at Florida, 1205 p.m.
Colorado at Cincinnati. 12:15 p.m
Washington at Pittsburgh, 1235 p.m
LA Dodgers at St Louis, 115 p.m
Atlanta at San Diego. 105 p m
Philadelphia at San Francisco, 3:05
pm
Milwaukee at Arizona, 340 p m
N V Melt at Chicago Cubs, 5'05 p m

1-800-363-4720

$39.95 mi.*
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TV Schedule
Today
AUTO RACING
2 p.m.
TNT - NASCAR. Busch Series, New
England 200, at Loudon. N.H.
II p.m.
ESPN - IAL. IndyCar Series.
Firestone Indy 200, at Nashville, Tenn
SPEED - NASCAR. Craftsman Truck
Sines, O'Reilly 200, at Memphis.
Tenn
9 p.m.
ESPN2 NHRA. qualifying tor Mile
High Nationals. at Denver (same-day
tape)
CYCUNG
6 p.m.
OLN - Tour de France. stage 13.
Genera Meckterianee to Mordelornar.
France (same-day tapel
EXTREME SPORTS
1 p.m.
NBC -- Dew Action Spoils Tour. Right
Guard Open. at Denver
11 p.m.
USA - Dew Action Spot
. Tow. Right
Guard Open. at Denver (same-day
lapel
GOLF
1 p.m.
ABC - PGA TOW John Deere Classic
third round at Silvis Ill
ESPN2 - LPGA Jamie Fan Classic.
third round at Sylvania. Ohio
3 p.m.
CBS -- Champions Tour, Senior
Players Championship third round at
Dearborn. Mich
NBC - Celebrity Goa American
Century Championship second round
at South Lake Tahoe Nev
3:30 p.m.
1oC - Nationvele Tour Scholarship
America Showdown, third round. at
Byron. Munn
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
vOX - Regional coverage. Chicago
White Sox at NY Yankees or L.A.
Dodgers at St Louis
3 p.m.
FOX - Regional coverage.
Philadelphia at San Francisco
WON - N V 1.4ets at Chicago Cubs
9 p.m.
TBS - Atlanta Al San Diego
SOCCER
3 p.m.
ESPN2- MLS Dallas at Chicago
5 p.m.
ESPN2- Women s national teams Sweden vs U S at Blaine Minn
WNBA
3 p.m.
ABC
Connecticut at Sacramento WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN Wm-id Cup U S vs Australia.
at Oklahoma City
7 p.m.
ESPN2 - World Cup U S vs China,:
at Oklahoma City
•
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Outdoors
Damp weather sometimes less desirable
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The damp weather doesn't
actually hurt the fish or the
angler, but sometimes it is less
than desirable.
Usually, a strong wind
accompanies the system. That
is what we ran into last Monday morning. I was with some
very good friends of mine who
have practically grown
up fishing
and skiing
on Kentucky
Lake.
We usually try to
catch
the
white striped bass,
Fishing
the sauger or
the
large
Une
rockfish
By Jerry
stripers.
Maupin
Steve, Pat,
Outdoors
Amanda and
- Columnist
Jennifer
Tribble are
the same as family because we
share a common bond called
Kentucky Lake.
Over the years, we came to
visit, have fantastic meals
together and in general just
enjoy each other's company.
Each member of the Tribble
family is an expert angler.
They prefer to do so with
bait-casting tackle. This suits
me just fine. I think that is
the best way to handle the
tough stripers. When one hooks
into a big rockfish striper, you
know immediately that it was
the right choice!
I know it's all about the chase
and the battle with some of
you. But I'm talking for and
about those who don't live
close to our lakes. They only
have a week or so at the most
to get their fishing done for
the year.
I feel it is more important
to catch that big striper first.

in
t

Jared Lynch poses with this 6-pound smallmouth bass he
reeled in while fishing on Kentucky Lake with his cousin,
Tyler Lynch, and guide Jerry Maupin.

Russ Walk, left, and Craig Umans show off two of the
15 bass they caught while on a recent outing with Ledger
& Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
Then you can go to a light
tackle and let the rest of them
break your lines and get away!
The Tribble family has been
there and done that. Now, they
want to take fish home to eat
and brag about Kentucky Lake!
We found the stripers right
away, but the storms were just
forming and moving into the
area with an abundance of
wind. It would come from one
direction and then another. We
had had tangled lines going
everywhere as the boat was
shoved about.
We caught and kept four
good stripers before the winds
became impossible to deal with,
We plan on another day later
in the week when the fronts
may not be so intense.
We haven't seen the Schap:
rets yet, but we hope to meet

A preliminary profile of prairie pothole prognostication
Several years ago, George
Carlin included the "hippy
weatherman" routine on one
of his albums.
In the skit, the hippy weatherman observed (correctly, I
might add)that one could expect
conditions to be mostly "dark"
by late evening, continued
"dark" through the night with
patches of
"scattered
light"
by
early morning.
The early
season hunting predictions remind
me of Carlin's weathIn The
erman — the
more generField
al the foreBy Kenny
cast,
the
Darnell
greater the
Outdoors
accuracy.
With that
Columnist
in mind, the
USFWS has released their preliminary assessment of breeding duck populations throughout the northern U.S. and Canada. The survey itself is an adequate tool that tracks the longterm health of the duck factory known as the "Prairie Pothole Region" and the overall
wellbeing of the major species
of ducks.
Perhaps the data collected
can be correlated to annual
duck harvest numbers over a
long period of time. But as
the Commonwealth's waterfowlers know all too well, an
extra duck or two in
Saskatchewan does not necessarily equate to an extra duck
in Kentucky.
Still, the report gives duck
hunters a reason to be optimistic — optimism being a
scarce commodity among duck

hunters these days. Overall,
breeding populations are up 14
percent over 2005 and are 9
percent above the Long Term
Average (LTA) — a good thing.
The USFWS contributes this
to the improving health of the
pothole region — an area carved
out of central Canada and northcentral U.S. by glaciers many
moons ago.
At its origin, the pothole
region was the largest single
expanse of grassland in the
world, and was dotted by millions of shallow depressions
called potholes. This area constituted the breeding ground
for nearly every duck that
winged his way down the Mississippi flyway.
What's important to understand is that ducks are more
suited to prairie grassland areas
that have isolated water-holes
and ponds here and there, not
the timber swamp areas where
they congregate to feed along
their annual winter migration.
That's why the health of the
ducks is tied to the health of
the pothole region.
The good news about the potholes is that there are more
of them this year than in 2005
— 13 percent more in both
Canada and the U.S. The bad
news is that most of the breeding grounds in the Dakotas are
still rated fair to poor due to
dry weather conditions.
While efforts by Ducks
Unlimited and Delta Waterfowl
have slowed the loss of habitat in these critical areas, a
dry pothole is of little use.
Farther north, the central
region of Canada is improving. Weather conditions have
been favorable there and the
Canadian government is beginning to explore ways to protect and preserve habitat in the
area as farm programs like the
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vs China,'

up with them long enough to
at least say hello. They are a
super family. They have two
big, strong, good-looking sons!
The mayfly hatch has slowed
down a bit with the rain, which
has caused it some problems.
We have traveled over the area
several miles to see just how
large the hatch is. It is and
still can be massive.
Several miles of shoreline
were covered with the live
flies. They were hanging on
branches, bushes and bare rocks.
They only live for about 24
hours, so they must mature,
mate and fertilize the eggs so
that another hatch can occur
two years from now!
It is another wonderful performance from nature and our
creator. Such works can only
come about by the grace of God!

We are seeing the dueadfin catch the 20 and 30 pounders!
shad becoming the No. I bait- Don't even think about using
fish again. Several weeks went less than 30-pound test line,
by while the late hatch of shad and be sure your reel has been
began to grow enough that it oiled and greased recently.
warranted being-sought after
Rick Lowe taught me how
for lunch.
to fish for them with artificial
I think the 3-inch threadfin lures. Hope Carlton taught us
are about the average size so the art of using 10 to 12-inch
far. It's possible to see larger shad minnows. Some great
ones coming from the warmer memories are created there and
waters to our south and from will last forever. So if you get
below the dams near Mobile a hankering for some informa(Ala.) Bay.
tion, just yell!
We often see the hatch of
A couple of weeks a go, I
new shad occur there. There c had the pleasure of fishing with
is usually warmer water there Kevin, Julie, Michael and Marfirst. Hopefully, there are sha Bennett. We wanted to get
enough to help rebuild our them started on some stripers
striper population to a com- so they could take some of
fortable size again,
these great-eating fish home
Jeanne and I had the chance with them.
to get out together and catch
The currents were not a facour limit of keeper stripers and tor on the first day. We ,did
rockfish in about 55 minutes okay on the first day with the
last week. My first cast result- stripers. However, there was a
ed in a 5-pound rockfish that tremendous hatch of mayflies
took several yards of line before that covered a good 10 miles
I was able to subdue it. They of shoreline in our area alone.
are such strong fish!
We resorted to casting tiny
If you really want some big roostertail spinnerbaits under
action, fish below the dams to the trees, where the flies were

Jenne Gardner shows off a
striper she caught while on
a recent outing with Jerry
Maupin and Rich Edwards.
stacked. A strike almost always
occurred when we were using
light tackle. It was a real blast
to fight those bluegill to the
boat. Some were large enough
to warrant the use of a net in
order to keep from losing it.
We kept several of them!
On the second day, we had
a current. The stripers were
very active in the early-morning current. Marsha, Julie and
Kevin are all good anglers.
Getting them to cast in the
right areas was easy. They
caught 80 stripers but released
several of them that were small
or borderline. They only kept
their limit.
The sunlight was a fact, and
so was the position of the
moon. When the major bite
was over, it was over all at
once. We then went back to
the mayflies and to the shorelines, where the big bluegill
were having t fly party!
Everyone caught some fish.
That made it a great day!
Maybe these fine folks can
make it back here a little later
in the summer, when the stripers
will get better. We have the Tribble family in line to come back
pretty soon, so maybe they can
catch some of those big stripers
for sure!
Happy Fishing!
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Conservation Reserve have protected habitat in the States. A
bright spot appears to be the
St. James Bay area, where
much of the breeding habitat
is rated as good this year.
As for the ducks, mallard
populations are running 8 percent above 2005 but still 3
percent below the LTA. Gadwalls are up 30 percent, green
wing and blue wing teal are
up 20 percent and 28 percent
respectively, the beleaguered
pintail up 32 percent, redheads
ahead by a whopping 55 percent and canvasbacks up 33
percent. On the downside, widgeon are behind 2005 numbers
by 2 percent and scaup (bluebills) are down 4 percent.
While the overall numbers
are positive, there are some
areas of concern: Rob Olsen,

the president of Delta Waterfowl, sees an alarming trend
in mallard numbers.
While six of • the major
species have posted gains of
20-55 percent over last year.
mallards only managed an 8 percent increase — a troubling
statistic considering that mallards are the most adaptable
member of the duck family.
Olsen contends that improvements to critical habitat should
equate directly to increases in
mallard numbers — a correlation we have not seen.
Like anything else, duck
numbers run in cycles. Since
1955, they have peaked on or
around the beginning of each
decade which suggests a tenyear cycle. Mallards bottomed
out in 1965 and 1985 at around
5 million. Numbers peaked

FIRST FISH: Sophia Bogard, 4, shows off her first
fish after catching it while fishing with her father,
Bern' Bogard (right), on Junior and Sherri Pittman's
farm earlier this month

Accepting New Patients

at around II million in 2000,
but slid to around 7 million
in 2005. The LTA for mallards
is just above 8 millions birds.
Looking at population charts
for the past 50 years, green
wing and blue wing teal populations have marched almost
in lockstep and have trended
higher in recent years. Pintails,
however, have declined in a
long, looping slope since 1955
due mainly to reduction of
breeding habitat. Pintails nest
in dry grassland cover that has
been steadily disappearing while
the focus has been on wetlands.
The much sought-after canvasback has bounced laterally
along its LTA. While not loosing ground over the past several years, efforts to protect
the canvasback have not resulted in substantial increases in
population.
Greater and lesser scaup
(bluebill) numbers have been
on the down elevator since
1985, and continue their plunge
yet again this year.
So what do all these prognostications have to do with
the typical duck hunter in Kentucky? Probably not very much.
As numbers improve over the
longer term, Kentucky hunters
will see more ducks.
Overall numbers will only
improve as habitat improves
whether by conservation or by
natural means. Year to year,
hunters in this area are at the
mercy of the winter weather
which can redirect and concentrate waterfowl to our advantage, or can leave us staring
at empty blue skies.
About the only thing that
is accurate in all the prognostications is that there will be
ducks again this year, whether
they drop in here or some
other place.

Mike Smith was one
of two first-place winners in the recent second
annual
Need
Line/Xen Lake Crappie
Club tournament.

Gore, Smith
top winners
at tourney
The two-man team of
Max Gore and Mike Smith
were the first-place winners at the recent second
annual Need Line/Xen
Lake Crappie Club tourament.
Gore and Smith earned
the top prize by reeling
in a catching that weighed
.
10.42 pounds..
Second place went to
the team of Steve Ferguson and Ben Blakely,
who had a catch of 9.62
pounds. Danny Todd and
Sammy Tidwell finished
third at 9.06 pounds.
First place in the Big
Fish competition went to
Todd and Tidwell. who
had a catch of 2.15
pounds. Alan Carter and
Bill Carter took second
with a weight of 1.90.
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Taking responsibility for retirement
First, it was the combined
whammy of the tech wreck
and the post-9/1 I recession
that battered ow
401(k)
accounts.
Next was
inflation in
health care
and education costs
that further
diverted

"NV

By Mark Vinson
Vice President
Hentage
Solutions/
Money
Concepts

indebted
consumers
from concentraiing
on retirement. Now
come the headlines that any
company facing tough times
or intense shareholder
pressure - can pull the rug
out from under its retirees
hoping for the traditional
three-legged stool of retirement
pension, Social Security and savings
All three legs are in trouble
we aren't saving
enough. Social Security is

under attack and traditional
going to be dead for many
it should be one of the first
pensions are disappearing of us. So you may want to
things you consider. That's
fast.
start thinking about a Icond
because the numbers on a
For retirees facing a sudpan-time career or new ways bathroom scale, blood presden loss of pensions and
to earn.
sure monitor or cholesterol
benefits, there are really very
— Think about an annureport can dramatically affect
few options save going back
ity: Annuities are investments the cost of your healthcare
to work or turning home
that provide fixed or variable and insurance premiums
equity into a personal bank.
payments to the investor
going into retirement. You'll
So the time to start taking
over a set period of time.
find that pre-existing condion the lion's share of your
The collapse of traditional
tions can boost your premiretirement responsibility is
plans is putting new focus
ums - or possibly deny you
now, whether you're five,
on the annuity business, and
coverage.
IO, or 20 years away from
it's worth talking about with
That's a very ugly surhanging it up, if that's your
an expert.
prise going into the years
plan.
— Do a retirement spendwhen you're going to need
One general tip. If you're
ing dress rehearsal: In the
healthcare coverage the most.
not really certain where you
last few years before retire— Consider a career shift:
stand, get some help. If
ment, see how much you
It may be a bit extreme to
you've never sat down with
can live like you're already
switch careers just 'because a
a financial adviser it may be
retired. Give up the lattes
particular employer has better
time to get a second opinion
and the pricey clothes and
benefits and savings options.
on your retirement readiness.
dinners; see if you can live
But if the job appeals to
The meeting may yield some
with a smaller car or a used
you and you can make a
ugly news, but it's better to
one. Retirement is easier if
move without endangering
know the options than cross
you can downshift into it,
what you've already accrued,
your fingers.
both from a monetary and
why not consider it?
Here are some things you
activity standpoint.
Use your catch-up options:
may want to discuss:
— Get in shape — physi- Various IRA and 40100
— What does 'retirement'
cally: It may be strange to
options allow you to make
mean to you? It's arguable
hear health advice tied to
additional contributions over
that traditional retirement is
your financial wellbeing, but
standard savings limits above

Horoscope
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Monday, July 17, 2006:
You might experience a lot of
tension during this birthday
year 1,,l1 might want to work on
different ways of relaxing. You
will
ant to ,v.stillie 11101e
iesponsibility. hot not at (lie cosi
of your well-being. 'Flunk in
terms ii pains and growth. You
will gain and he OK as long as
MI keep the big picture in
It iii are single, a relationship
potential suitor eash
Is
knock on your door.
iet leads : tor a substantial
C II you ate attached,
s mil relationship will v,arin up
s,iiisfu.'t.,f'ls ifyou lust stay
'Pe li
and
army
Accept
ilia:lees "'Ark
C I c.il Ii icritl
Illy Stars Show the Kind of
Day
Have: -1 )y
;, \silage, 2 So-so,
Dilltsuit
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Though you could
encounter a big bump or two, for
the most part you are on cruise
control Confusion marks your
next few moments You are high
energy Trust your instincts, in,
you can and probably will
reverse any hassles Tonight
Act as if there is no tomorrow
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Tension could define your
day but the smart action will be
to do nothing other than work
through stress Your sense of
whit is going on could change
you gather more information
Observe and listen
for now
Tonight Nap and then decide
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
* * * * Friends have Some
gre,it qleas but they could cost
you a pretty penny if you aren t
careful You might want to
rethink your budget, but don I
,Aptidt, to bust it rust yet More
,T)torM,1110f1 arid good sense
he needed' Tonight Make
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
✓
Low, hari4
you might

not have much of a choice.
Responsibilities call. Though you
could hit a jolt or two, you still
come up smelling like a rose.
Emphasize friendships and
goals. Be positive, and so will
others. Tonight: The fun just
begins.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You are encouraged to
take the high road. You might
find that feelings are hurt easily
(yes, yours). Be sensitive when
dealing with others as well. High
energy drives you to find new
information and gain a different
perspective. Tonight: Read
between the lines.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Work with others directly. You might not be able to help
the fact that you want a situation
to go in a certain direction. Think
in terms of gains and a change.
News heads your way later that
might open your eyes. Tonight:
Rent a movie.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Others certainly seem
to be running the show. You
could feel as il you cannot
change a decision, but as the
day progresses, you could see

life differently. Options appear
left and right. Trust what is happening around you. Tonight: Say
yes.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Realize that everyone
has his or her limits, and you
might even more so than you
realize. Events could point in
that direction. Revamp your
thinking and your plans. Stay on
top of a problem and don't make
it more difficult than it needs to
be. Tonight: Lie back.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You are innovative as
you come up with solutions and
face changes. You might be surprised by all that you can do if
you relax and look for answers
and avoid knee-jerk reactions. A
partner might not always be on
the same page as you. Tonight
Play away.
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Anchor in and be sure of
yourself. Think in terms of what
will make you feel the most
secure. Someone else cannot
make a judgment for you. Be
willing to say no. Allow your creativity to come forth. Tonight: Let

your imagination make the call.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Say yes to change and
new beginnings. Flex with the
demands of your daily life. You
can and will be much more effective. Work on your listening
skills, even if you are distracted.
You might want to say no to an
offer. Tonight: Enjoy the moment.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to think
in terms of spending less and
being more creative and innovative. You might be surprised at
what you can cut out of your
spending. You will feel good
being by yourself. Tonight: A chat
could go till the wee hours.

the age of 50. Make sure
— Think about health
you know what those addisavings accounts: Today,
tional amounts are and take
there are strict limits and
full advantage of them.
spending rules for health
— Do an investment
savings accounts, but if some
inventory: In a 30-to-40-year
lobbyists get their way, there
career, an individual may
might be a day when health
have gathered bits and pieces savings accounts can become
of pension benefits and pera long-term savings solution
sonal savings and investsimilar to a 401(10 plan.
ments along the way. LikeGetting into the pre-tax savwise, there might be insurings habit with health care
ance policies, savings bonds
dollars is a good habit to
and other small investments
get into in case there's more
that may have slipped one's
flexibility awarded to these
attention. A re-evaluation of
accounts in the future.
retirement options should
begin with a full accounting
This column is produced
and reorganizing of all
by the Financial Planning
investment and savings
Association, the membership
assets, preferably in an
organization for the financial
organized outline that's easy
planning community, and is
for you and your adviser to
provided by Mark Vinson, a
access.
local member of FM.
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BORN TODAY
Singer Tash Hamilton (1982),
singer Phoebe Snow (1952),
musician Spencer Davis (1939)
•••

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacqueIlnebigarcom.
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HOPE HARBOR CHURCH

AlaIDS CRUSADE 2006
Murray High Class of 1996
/00
10iN
'

Murray High School Class of 1996

has planned a 10-year reunion
on August 18 & 19, 2006.

PRIZES! FUN! SLEEPOVER! FOOD' TRAINING GAMES!

Class members or parents of class
members are asked to call Chaz Villanova
at 1-615-556-6714 and give him
addresses to mail the plans to them.
Please respond before July 17th

REUNION DINNER:
August 19th at Kenlake State Park
$35 per person before July 17th, after July 17th $40

You are cordially invited to a

GOSPEL MEETING
New Concord
Church of Christ
July 16 - 19,2006
Speaker: David Powell
Service Times.
Morning - 9 a.m. - 9:50 a.m. • Sunday Evening - 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday Evenings - 7 p.m.
, he a f4lme.lur meal tidlow:ns the Sunday Morning Worship Service

121 S. 10 miles to New Concord

9:30PM NIGHTLY - KIDS AGES 5-1 2,10

